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LABORATORY GLASSWARE AND SCIENTIFIC AND SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1919.

U-ITED S'Trr s S,'N %F,
Sunco.I rm'E ON hXAXCE,

Wa8lington, D. C.
The subcommittee met at 10 o'clock a. m., in committee room,

Capitol, pursuant to call, Senator Jaines E. Watson presiding.
Present: Senators Watson (chairman), Curtis, and Thomas.
Also present: Senator Frelinghuysen.
Senator WATSON. The subcommittee has met this morning for the

purpose of hearing those appearing in relation to optical glass and
chemical glassware.

State your name, business connection, and then proceed with your
statement.

STATEMENT OF MR. CHESTER G. FISHER, PRESIDENT SCIENTIFIC
MATERIALS CO., PITTSBURGH, PA. '

Mr. FisnEn. My name is Chester G. Fisher, and I am the presi.
dent of the Scientific Materials Co., of Pittsburgh.

Several years ago this company went through a state of intensified
preparation for war and the conversion and development of indus.
tries to meat that emergency. Some of the industries are capable of
making nothing but materials used only in warfare, and these it
would-be uneconomic to maintain. There are other industries, how-
ever, which were developed to supply articles which are just as neces-
sary to civil life as they were to the conduct of the military activity,
anda great many of those articles were not made in this country be-
fore the war. We are now readjusting ourselves, this time to meet
the peace-time conditions, and it seems quite clear the industries
such as those mentioned in this bill, which make articles equally nec-
essary to the peaceful pursuits of industry and happiness should not
be thrown away simply because Germany says "We are able and
willing to give you the "products of these industries again."

From the fact that these industries did not exist before the war, at
the time the present tariff was enacted, it is obvious that the present
tariff was drafted without any consideration of these industries; that
is quite logical, since the industries were not here to be considered.

You, therefore, are not dealing with a question of tariff in the way
that one is accustomed to hearing it spoken of. You are not recon-
sidering to-day any of the established industries, as would be the case
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4 LABORATORY GLASSWARE, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, ETO.

of a general tariff bill. You are considering for the first time a
group of new industries which the country has just developed.

The sources of supply in Germany from which this country for-
nferly secured such materials are again available, and they are offer-
ing their products, and the question is, Will we support our own in-
dustries and maintain our present independence? And this question
must be answered now. Some time in the future when we might get
around to a general tariff bill it will be entirely too late.

Even the man who might be a "dyed in the wool free trader at
any price" must admit that for national efficiency and as a matter
of fairness it is rilt to tell these workmen whether they are going
to be given a fighting chance to maintain the industries they are now
engaged in.

Ve will show by means of the men who are to follow that these
new industries, making articles not produced before the war; that
the present needs are being taken care of in a satisfactory way, and
that with the assistance of this bill, If. R. 7785, these industries will
be maintained; and, last, that it is in the public interest so to do.

In order to present this to you briefly and concisely we have
selected from a. long list of witnesses a man from each group involved
in the bill and that man is in every case, we think, the best authority
on the subject in this country.

'We expect that after the hearing of this case you will decide on
the question of whether it is in the public interest; and we are pre-
pared to show you why it will be so. The public is represented at
this hearing by means of letters or personally from Dr. IHerty, Dr.
Parsons, Col. Reasoner Mr. Parmalee, and Dr. McClung.

I wish to say that the firm that I am connected with maintains
a general scientific apparatus and instrument supply business and
purchases its products from the manufacturers who are to follow.
Before the war we maintained a permanent purchasing office in Ger-
many, where we bought all these articles, and if this bill is not passed
we can reopen that office without financial loss but it will be a pretty
bitter pill to have to swallow. Please note that every article men-
tioned in this bill has competition in this country at the present time.

flenator Cuwrs. You mean in the production of it?
Mr. Fisn-ER. I mean there are two or more firms producing every

article mentioned.
Senator Cumrs. That is what I mean.
Mr. Fxsmrn. And by acting favorably on this bill there is no

chance of creating a monopoly which might ask unduly high prices.
Even if we ignore the foreign competition, which cannot be ignored
because the provisions in this bill do not set up a barrier to importa-
tion. These rates only give these industries a fighting chance, and
they will have to count on modern equipment American labor sav-
ing schemes, Yankee efficiency, and a &igh quality article if they are
going to keep in existence.

The different industries mentioned in this bill report the employ-
ment of 41,135 men to-day, against 11,240 before the war, an increase
of about 800 per cent.

There has been spent in the development of these industries $17,-
070000.00.

Were are three fundamental reasons why it is for the good of this
country as a whole that this bill should be passed. First, the bill
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eliminates a special class privilege - second, it is necessary to Indus-
trial independence; and, third, national defense requires'it.

One hundred and thirty years ago the privilege of importing
scientific apparatus free of all duty for scientific and educational
purposes was granted. Inasmuch as that privilege was not extended
to building material that goas to make up a scientific building, or
the desks on which the worker works, or his chandelier or his radia-
tor or anything else that is' in the room, or to the man's clothing or
his food, it is quite obvious to suppose that there must have been
some reason for it at that time. Whether the action of allowing
this material to come in duty free was, in the light of what has hap-
pened in the last four vears, for the good of the country is debatable,
but that conditions have changed in the last 130 years is certainly
not debatable.

There has been a precedent established in withdrawing this duty-
free privilege, when the best interests of the country were served in
so doing.

Immediately after the Civil War conditions were such that it was
advisable to withdraw this privilege and it was withdrawn from
1864 to 1870. The conditions which caused this privilege to bb with-
drawn after the Civil War are here again today, but this time ac-
companied by new and more important reasons why this special
privilege should be eliminated.

Through the changing of conditions which have coiiie about in
the last 130 years we find that paragraph 573 of the tariff is operat-
ing in a way which favors one class of men and works t hardship
to another class.

Senator WATsox. Mr. Fisher, do all these things come in free
now?

3r. Fz-snF. If they are imported for scientific or educational
purposes they do.

Senator WATSOx. All come free?
Mr. Fisu.Rn. Every one of them.
Senator WA.Tso.'. How did you establish these various rates-60

per cent ad valorem in the first clause--"glasswares and porcelain
wares, laboratory apparatus, and other apparatus and appliances,"
etc., and how did you reach the conclusion that 60 per cent is sufli-
cient protection? 

Mr. FisHERm. We are prepared to show that her'e today, anti the
men who are directly interested in each one of those industries have
fires to present.

Senator WATSO. Have you figures on those things?
Mr. FzsnvR. Yes, sir
Senator W,%Tsox. All right.
Mr. FIsHnRa. The Tarif Commission reports in answer to ques-

tions directed to universities, that the universities pass the material
on to the students at varying prices. The material is paid for by the
student, and we have. as a result, a special class of college men en-
joying the special privilege which other students do not have. The
boy.who gets his knowledge of his selected means of making a living
as an apprentice has no (ity-free importation on his tools. The
man who is not so fortunate oas to have parents with sufficient means
to send him to college and studies these very same subjects at home,
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aided by a correspondence school course has to pay duty on every-
thing he uses. With modern conditions and the correspondence
school it is possible for a man to become a thoroughly prepared
scientific man without attending a college. For instance, Mr.
Thomas Edison, to-day our leading scientific man in this country,
never attended a college. One correspondence school alone reported
9,904 students enrolled in studying chemistry. Every one of those
men must pay duty on their tools. Te correspondence schools are
quite interested in eliminating this law which discriminates against
their own students. We now have a ciass of men employed in tis
country known as glass workers and instrument workers and this
group of men will be deprived of their employment if the instru-
mnent users of this country abandon them for those, of Germany. In
these days of social unrest, the best interests of this country will be
served if we eliminate any class privilege, particularly so 'since the
granting of that privilege works a hardship to another class of men.
In the United States we have an organization called the American
Chemical Society, which is composed of 14,000 of the leading chem-
ists of the country. This organization caine to the country's aid
and carried on all the scientific work during the war, especially in
the gas service. Now, just to let you gentlemen know the opinion
of that body of chemists, they passed a resolution at a recent meet-
ing, as follows:

After extended discussion the council expressed Its opinion that the devel-
opment of American-made glassware, chemicals, and chemical apparatus should
be encouraged every way, and that for a reasonable period of years, at least,
the present laws allowing duty-free importation to colleges, scientific, and educa-
tional institutions on chemicals and chemical apparatus, should be revoked.

The council also expressed its opinion that duty-free apparatus and cheai-
cals has been a very effective form of foreign propaganda In creating in the
mind of the youth of this country an Impression of the superiority of such
foreign-made material.

That, gentlemen, is the expression of the users of this stuff--men
who have no interest in the manufacture.

Industrial independence is one of the greatest factors in this bill.
Before the war the industries in this country were controlling the
production of their plants with no thought to the origin of the
apparatus and instruments used for that purpose. Imagine their
surprise when the German imports were shut off and they could not
get the laboratory instruments necessary to their operation. In
lose days I have known them to offer ten times the normal value
of an instrument made only in Germany. Al though the total value
of such apparatus is very small, yet the importance of it is so great
that the scientific apparatus and instrument industry has been re-
ferred to as the "master-key industry," not merely a key industry,
but a "master key." It is well named, because the dye industry,
which the President in his last message said should be protected,
could not operate for a day without these control instruments. It
is purely a chemical process carried on in the works insteal of the
laboratory, and the laboratory checks every move of it.

The textile industry, the leather industry, the iron and steel- in-
dustry, the copper industry, the lead and zince industry, the chemical
industry, coke and by-product industry, the rubber industry, cement
industry, petroleum industry, coke industry, cotton-oil industry, ex-
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plosives industry, food-preserving industry, sugar industry, ferti-
lizer industry, turpentine and rosin industry, and every other indus-
try where metallurgy, bacteriology or chemistry is involved, relies on
the use of scientific apparatus and instruments for its control.

It would be interesting to note here that a Pittsburg steel works
reports that the entire cost of the chemical apparatus and instru-
ments, with which a $50,000,000 output was controlled, was $4,200,
or less than one one-hundredth of 1 per cent.

Although the bill protects directly and indirectly practically every
industry in the United States, it does not stop there. The public
health of the Nation is protected by means of the instruments used
in the laboratories here in Washington, and in those of the Stite
county, and city health departments, and by providing the surgical
instruments also necessary to public health.

It would be interesting for us to note right here how Germany is
looking on the condition of affairs in the cheinical-apparatus indus-
tries in this country to-day and what they propose to do. Fortu-
nately, they have stated this very clearly in Chomische Apparaten,
a German scientific magazine, on page 81 in volume 6. The ab-
stract of this article appears in the Novembor 20, 1019, number of
Chemical Abstracts, and here is whit the Germans say:

In order to lower the cost of production and to enable Cerman manufacturers
of chemical apparatus to compete In foreign markets, especially with American
goods, the German Chemical Society has appointed a committee to examine all
forms of apparatus and to select those most suitable, with a view of reducing
to a minimum tle number of types and size to be produced and to make
parts of the same type Interchangeable.

Germany made a declaration of war in 1914 and thought America
would not fight. No doubt this declaration of an industrial war on
the scientific apparatus industry of this country is made on the same
assumption. I think they are going to be fool ed again.

The disposition of this bill determines whether the United States
will or will not maintain the present national independence in the
industries controlled by these imports. If that independence is not
maintained then the industries making these goods will have to be
scattered and the workmen will have to find other employment, and
we will then go back to Germany for our goods.

I think, in the light of what h6s happened in the last four years,
that the master-key industry dare not ever again be intrusted to those
beyond our boundaries. England had the same problem. The man-
1tfacturers of that country were promised that they would be given
protection after the war as an inducement to them to (develop those
manufacturing facilities. England has kept her promise by estab-
lishing an em bargo on the importation on such instruments.

The. Americans exacted no such promises when the requirements of
these instruments, were imperative. They saw the need, they de-
veloped the facilities and thor trained the workmen to nicet it, linow-
ing full well that they would be absolutely dependent on a tariff
bill such as you have before you, for their future existence. They
simply relied on their true American instincts which told them if they
went ahead and "made good " and supplied the country's need in
its emergency, that you gentlemen woull do the right thing by
them.
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• One reason why this bill should be passed is in itself ample for
prompt approval, and that is that the national defense requires it.
Who does not remember Uncle Sam's appeal for the "loan of eyes.
for the Navy 1".

We are told that Carl Zeiss in dermany had 75,000 pairs of field
glasses all ready for the men who manned their submarines and field
artillery.

Everyone is familiar with the fact that M modern warfare a piece.
of artillery is directed by sights and range finders and without these
it is as helpless as an aitomobile without a steering wheel.

These are precision in.itruntents which can not be made with any
equipment or by any workmen save that equipment of those men now
engaged in making scientific instruments. Just think of ever allow-
ing ourselves to be caught again without any optical glass or facilities.
to make fire-control instruments. Also note that the Chemical War-
fare Service, Engineer Corps. and Medical Corps must have scien-

"tiflc instruments as well as the Artillery, in order to function prop-
erly.

The Nation's facilities to make explosives is quite dependent on
chemical apparatus and scientific instruments for their control. In
England they had to commandeer such apparatus in order to equip,
their munitions factories.

The large explosive plant at Nitro. Va.. was not able to operate
until they found a maker of scientific instruments, who made for
them powder dies accurate to one ten-thousandths of an inch. The
use of precision instruments in time of war has been explained far
better than I could by the War Department. This department sets
forth very clearly the lack of facilities in this country, to make fire-
control instruments for artillery at the beginning of the war and
how such facilities have since been developed. It explains s this in
American Munitions, published by the War Department compiled
by Assistant Secretary Crowell at the request of Secretary Baker,.
who asked ti' it the information be set forth briefly, nontechnically,
and authority. ely. Secretary Crowell states in the introduction that
all statements of facts in thiis book have been checked by the Sta-
tistics Branch of the General Staff.

In chapter 6 of that book on Sights and Fire Control Apparatus,.
he states, on page 139:

At the present time American manufacturers are in n position to make Instru-
ments of precision equal to the best European product, and the Industry will
continue, provided there Is an adequate market for Its product. Such a narket
will exist If the universities and eoninierchil laboratories of the country will
obtain selentifi.e apparatus from American mnanufac cers rather than Import It
from abroad, as has heretofore been the custom,.Those are the exact words of Secretary Crowell about that situa-
tion.

The purpose of 11. 1I. 7785 is to maintain, in the way suggested by
the Wiar Department, these precision mnstrunient-naiang facilities,
so necessary to the defense of our country in time of war.

No doubt you have found that most things, which we would like
to keep standing for national defense, have in element of expense
connected with them-standing Army, standing Navy, standing
everything costs money, but H.1. 7785 provides a way to keep our
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military instrunent-making facilities standing with no expense to
the Government, but with an increase in its revenue.

Thank you.
Senator F nFLIN-OIU sPN. What competition do you face In the

manufacture of these articles#
Mr. F siER. The competition to-day is local competition. We

have competition among ourselves to begin with and therefore there
will be no monopoly; and we have German anl Japanese competi-
tion.

Senator FIELINOGIUYSR, N. I am referring to competition with for-
eign countries. What is the comparison of wages between Japan,
German?', and. the United States?

Mr. Ii snm. If you will permit me, some of the men who follow
can answer that, because they have the data at their flngei tips.

Senator FnELTNOJIUYSE3X.'What amount is invested in this in-
dustry?

Mr. FIsnEn. I can not tell you the total amount invested in the
terms of this bill, but I have data from the hands of the men in-
volved from which we find that there has been $17,070,000 invested
in the development of it-not the total-just the development.

Senator FmlwIem:'YsEN. What is the value of the manufactured
product?

Mr. FIRSYEi. I have not figures on the total.

STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN B. O'BRIEN, VINELAND, N. 1.

Senator l,¥ATSOx. Where do you live, and what is your business?
Mr. O'BRim. I live at Vineland, N. J., and I am a glass blower

by occupation.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to give my experience as a glass-

worker who has come in contact With the competition of foreign-
made goods in the glass industry, so far back as I can relate. Prior
to 1910, in this chemical and laboratory glassware. there were very
few shops employed in this country. I might state there were not
over four shops, at the very most, in the United States working on
chemical and laboratory glasswaare. The reason there were no more
shops employed was due to foreign importation, so that the nmanu-
facturers were not justified in going into that line of ware. The
workmen at that time were not proficient in the craft, for the
simple reason there was not enough ware produced in this country
to educate the workers in that line of work.

Tn 1910, in order to try to get that class of ware made in this
country, we held a conference with our manufacturers and increased
ouir output 20 per cent. That had its effect for a while, and for
about three months we had steady work. But (lue to the increased
production of the shops the orders the manufacturers could secure
were filled, and the result was we dropped back in the same old rut.
There were no orders, and we, as workers, thought we had gone as
far as we possibly could. and we increased our days' work without
any increase in wages, w hich was practically a reduction of 20 per
cent. The glass ,ndustry, so far as the chemical and laboratory glass
is concerned, stood still'until 1914.
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Senator WATsoN. What was the reason for that, Mr. O'Brien--
foreign competition?

Mr. O'BnIEN. Foreign competition; yes, sir; Senator.
Senator WATSon. Particularly from Germany?
Mi:. O'BnREN. Particularly from Germany and Austria. Our

wages were at that time pretty low, and we did not feel justified in
going any lower in our wages in order to try and compete with
foreign-made goods.

Senator WATsoN. What was the average wage paid at that time?
Mr. O'BRnIN. The average wage paid at that time was probably

$4.12.
Senator WATSON. And what was the German and Austrian wage

at the same time?
Mr. O'itm3 ;. I believe, according to the statement we had and

figures, that it was $1.25, according to their marks-5 marks, I be-
lieve, was their limit.

Senator WATSON. Making the same things you were making?
Mr. O'BRIEx. Making the same things we were making; yes,

Senator.
Senator WATSON. How did you compete at all; how did you get

into the market?
Mr. O'Bimnx. We did not have anjr market on that class of ware.

The market stood still so far as production in this country was con-
,cerned. But in 1914, at the outbreak of war, the jobbers in this
country had qite a supply. But due to the British fleet putting at
blockade on the German imports into this country, the demand be-
,came great for this class of ware.

I might state that prior to that there was what I would term, from
a worker's standpoint, a propaganda that was being spread through-
out this country by the different professors of the universities, claim-
ing that the workmen of this country were not proficient in making
tins line of ware and could not make it satisfactorily for the use for
which it was required.

However, in 1914, as I have stated, the demand became so great
that we got the orders, and we did not have enough practical mei
at that.time to met the demands. But I know we had workers in
our organization in this country, if we were given the chance, that
would produce these goods in competition with any foreign work-
men.

The outbreak of the war gave us the opportunity. The orders
became great and we were required to take men from other depart-
ments of the glass trade and educate them in this line of chemical
and laboratory glass. How well we succeeded is on record now,
because we do not now take our hats off to any foreign workers, so
lonf as we get the chance, and the chance was given to us then.

Senator WATSON. Are you still in that same business?
Mr. O'BRFN,. I am still in that same business and have no other

occupation.
Senator WATSON. What are the average wages paid now in these

American factories making that productR
Mr. O'BumIEx. $6.00.
Senator WATSOx. And do you know the number of men employed

in that particular industry?
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Mr. O'BnEN. At the present tifiie I would judge-in this par-
ticilar line?

Senator WATSON. That is what I mean.
Mr. O'BIEN. Understand, prior to the war we had about 20 men

blowing this glassware. At the present timd our reports from our
different local unions in different parts of the country show 800 men
who are skilled workers, but the number employed at the present
time, skilled and unskilled, is about 5,000.

Senator WATSON. Have you dny idea what the German wage is?
Mr. O'BRiEN. At the present time?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. O'BniF.N. No; I could not tell that. Japan is our worst com-

petitor.
Senator WATSON. I was going to come to Japan. What is she pro-

ducing along this line and what does it cost to produce, so far as
you know?

Mr. O'BRIEN. I could not really give you the figures from a work-
man's standpoint, or what the figures are on the market. But as I
understand from the last report of the Department of Commerce, the
-wage is 53 cents to the highest paid workman-that was the male
over 15 years of age. Then they had males under 15 years of age
who are receiving 24 cents a day, and in the child labor they paid 20
cents over 15 years of age in a certain class of ware-that is, for the
common labor-and 15 cents under 15 years. As I understand, that
was yens, which is just about half of our money.

Senator WATSON. Mr. O'Brien, those youngsters could not do the
work you are doing in this country?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Hardly.
Senator WATSON. They would not have the knowledge and skill.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Understand, that is child labor.
Senator WATSON. Of course, and you have no child labor at all?
Mr. O'BRIEN. Very few of them. I do not believe there are em-

ployed in this class of work-
Senator FnELNOIHUYSEN (interposing). Mr. Chairman, in that

Connection, may I read a short letter from the Secretary of Commerce
dwelling on that subject?

Senator WATSON. Certainly.
Senator FELINOJIUYS.'. It. is addressed to Congressman Bacha-

rach, and it is dated June 7, 1919:
My dear Congressnmn: Replying to your letter of June 5, I am happy to

Inform you that since writing you on the 4th. we have received some more
recent Information in regard to wages in Japan, and find that the wage. for
1917 of the workers in glas.s manuftcture are its given In the attached table.

It nay also be of interest to you to know thal there are,, 283 working-days
In the 3ear, and that the average ntumbvr of working hours In a day Is 11..

Front Information which we have received, we are Inclined to believe that
wages in 1918 increased about 40 per cent over these figures, as it result of
the rice riots of last summer, which are said to have been due to the great
increase in the price of rice and (other foodstuff.s.

If there is any further Information on the subject which you desihe, it will
be a pleasure to endeavor to secure it for you.

Very truly, yours,
WILLTAM IYDRE .D, S'eecrctary.
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The table inclosed by the Secretary of, Commerce is as follows:
Wages of workers In glass ianmufacturo for the year 1017 In Japan:

Ntmber of working days In a year ------------------------------ 283
Number of working hours In a day ----------------------------- 11.5
Dally average wages-,

Over 15 years of age-.
Male ------------------------------------------- cnts_. 371
Female ------------------------------------------- do ---- 10i

lniditr 15 years of age-
Male -------------------------------------------- do .... 14
Female -------------------------------------------- do ---- 11

Probablo wages for 1910 In Japan:
Dally average wages-.

Over 15 year of age--
Male ------------------------------------------- cents-- 5a
Femnule ------------------------- I ---------------- do- 24

Under 15 years of age-
3Male ----------------------- ---------------- do... 2&)
Female ------------------------------------------- do-.... 15

Senator TioMAs. Does the secretary give the Japanese rates of
duty on this material?

Senator WATso. That is, into this country ?
Senator TnoAfAs. "Their scale of protect ve duties.
Senator FntLIxaOiuYssN. There is nothing here in regard to that.
Senator WATsON.. The probabilities are that Japan, with those

wages, would not need any.
Senator T1oM3f~s. The lprobabilities are that Japan has a high pro-

tective (luty.
Senator WATSOn. I know she has on most things, and I wonderedI

whether they required a diuty on these products at those prices. how-
ever, there is no use wonderilng about it as we can find it out later on.

Senator FnELINOHUYSHN. May I ask Senator Thomas what rela-
tion that will have to this industry?

Senator TnoM4 ss. I understandone of the claims for this enormous
rate of duty is the difference in wage, and consequently the difference
in cost of production. Nearly all these countries hitave protective
dutics-Germany, France, and others-and it is a matter of interest
to me, to know •in what respect those duties have affected wages in
those countries.

Senator Wi'sOx. The question is whether those ditties on this par-
ticular product are revenue duties or protective duties, or what they
are.

Senator T[o.ItAs. The theory, as I understand it, of the protec-
tionists in this country is that the duty should correspond largely to
the difference in cost of production, vhich includes the wages, be-
tween the competing countries and our own. Consequently, I should
think it to be an important subject.
. Senator FUE.LINOiUYSEN. And that information can probably be

obtained.
Senator Tiio-rAs. Yes; I will secure it from the Treasury or Com-

merce Department.
Mr. O'Bnmax. Mr. Chairman, as I stated once before, the orders be-

came great in this country and it compelled other concerns to go into
this line of ware other than the Whitelhall-Tatum Co.; for instance,
there was the C. C. Wheaton Glass Co., Millville, N. J.; the Inter-
nationhl Glassware Co., at Millville, N. J.; the Kimball Glass Co., at
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Vineland; the Vineland Flint Glass-Co., of Vineland; Durand Koer-
Ing Co.. of Vineland- the Standard Glass of Nowfield; H. C. Frye
Glass Co., at Rochester, Pa.; the MacBeth-Evans Glass Co which
has built numerous factories throughout the country; the eiorning
Glass Co., at Corngnj, N. Y.; the Canton Glass Co., at Marion, Ind.;
and several others w ich I can not just recollect.

Senator Tno.rAs. Did these companies which you mention spring
into e.jistence since the declaration of war by Germany?

Mr. O'BmitiN. They wore old established firms, you understand.
but never made this line of ware, and it required money to equip
their plants for this class of ware.

The War Departnment uses a great deal of those articles, and we
hold our annual conference with the manufacturers, when we make
our agreement on wages and rules governing factories and when the
demand became so great we simply threw aside our laws at that tine,
so far as the limited number of pieces were concerned, and the work-
ers worked their full 8 hours in order to get out those orders.

Senator To.r.As. "Prior to that tire, Mr. O'Brien, had not mechani-
cal glass blowing very largely reduced the number of glass blowers
previously used ?

Mr. O'BIIIE.. Not in this line of ware; that was in the bottle
industry.

Senator ThoXAS. You can not use mechanical glass blowing on
these wares at all?

Mr. O'Bnivx. Not on this class of ware.
Senator WATSON. That is, to make test tubes and retorts?
Mr. O'BomEm. You can not use any mechanical device to make

then at all they have got to be hand made altogether.
We simply N4;nt in flere and got out as much production as it

was possible to do, and in fact, when the labor shortage became
so great they worked' overtime. In fact, a number of our work-
men had worked during the war 12 hours per dty in order to
get out the production which was absolutely necessary for the
successful prosecution of the war. At that time we figured that
after the war was over we were going to get some protection whereby
we would be in position to hold this t'ade in those industries that
we developed, because we figured we were supplying the needs of
the country at that time and doing our part even if not on the
battlefields of Europe, yet were fighting in the industrial battle-
fields here and we wanted protection.

Just prior to the close of the war I bad seen some samples of
Japanese glassware which had been sent Into this country. We did
not pay much attention to it because we thought it consisted of just
a few pieces. But after the armistice was signed it became a menace
to us on the market, and I was instructed by our national office
to try to make an investigation and see to what extent this ware
was coming in. I knew the people in New York City who were
importing it and. I went to New York and purchased some ware
last April. There is probably some of it here on exhibit. And I
might say that the price I bought it for and had it delivered in
Vineland was cheaper than what it cost us to manufacture; that is,
the labor cost on it--I do not know what the overhead charges were-
but the skilled labor and the boy help on what I had shipped to
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Vineland was cheaper than the actual labor and the skilled labor on3
the shops at cost.

Since that time we have tried in every way to compete witl.
the Japanese manufacturers but it seems like we are up against a
stone wall, and when this bill was introduced by Representative
Bacharach we figure it was to go through both the House and the
Senate without much opposition due to the fact that it was an
industry that had been just developed in this country, and it is.
necessary that an industry like that must be maintained in this
country by our own workers, otherwise there is no incentive for
the workers to learn any trade like that where they have to spend
years of the best part of their lives to learn the trade tind then see
it go to foreign countries.

r might state, that in addition to that, we have quite a number
of our men who went into the service in France and who to-day
are walking the streets here, due to the fact that this department
is failing, due to the importation of foreign goods.

I will also say that tie concern with whic-h I am employed, the
International Glass Co., at Vineland, N. J., is only running one-
third capacity.

Senator THoMAs. What is the amount of our importations of this
glassware?

Mr. O'BRIEN. That, Senator, I could not tell you. The only thing
I can tell you is that the orders in the factory are depreciating.

Senator THO.MAS. You have no first-hand information then, about
the" volume of importations into this country.

Mr. O'BRnN. Only the quotations I see from the departments.
Senator THO.%fAS. You mean quotations of prices?
Mr. O'BRiEN. Prices; yes, sir; and the amount of ware they keep

in stock.
Senator TIMAS. Is it your impression that American manufac-

turers, at this time, are selling their goods at a lo."?
Mr. O'BRMN. At a loss?
Senator THOMAS. Yes.
Mr. O'BRniN. I could not tell you that, Senator; I do not know

what their labor cost is.
Senator FRINOHUYSEN. Mr. Chairman, the statement of Con-

gressman Bacharach on that subject in his speech before the House
contains an estimate of the value of chemical glassware before the
war by two of the principal importers for the year 1913, as com-
piled by the United States Tariff Commission, which placed it from
$1,200,000 to $1,600,000-

Senator THoMAs. That is, before the war.
Senator FIRELTNIIUYSEN (continuing to read):
Of these totals the value of merchandise imported free of duty for educa-

tional institutions the same year was from $500,000 to $800,000, or from 42
per cent to about 53 per cent.

In 1915 American factories and shops produced chemical glassware to the
value of $950,819, accordig to the report of the Ta.rlff Commission, and in
1918 it. was valued at $2,865,774.

Senator ThXoMAs. That does not answer my question; that has ref-
erence to postwar.

Senator WATSoN. His statement had reference to prewar condi-
tions.
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Senator FtELIXN-GUYSEN. Do you mean what has it been since
the armistice?

Senator WATSON. In other words, what is it now?
Senator FnELINOIKUYSB. I would like to ask the witness this

question: You spoke of the fact that many of the employees who
went to war are without employment, due to competit on. Where
does the competition come from.

Mr. O'BRIErN. The only way I can answer that is to say we think
it is foreign competition, mostly from Japan.

Senator FRELiNOHUYSEN. In other words, Japan is competing withyour industry.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator FRELINOHUYSEx. By reason of the fact thot the embargo

of the war has lifted?
Mr. O'BiEN. Yes, sir.
Senator To3!As. According to the reports of the Tariff Commis-

sion for 1918, Japan's imports of lenses and other optical instruments,
including spectacles, is $24,000.

Senator WATSON. What does it say about glassware?
Senator ToM.Xs. Optical glass, England, $200,000; France,

$71,235
Senator FnELN OtUYSEN. This is entirely a different product,

Senator Thomas.
Senator THOMAS. It may be, but that is the only information I

have found this far on that subject.
Senator Fi EJIOiiUSEN. That is optical glass, and this is chemi-

cal and laboratory ware.
I regret I was not here when the committee convened. This bill

I am handling for the Congressmen in the Senate and a good many
of th6 industries interested are in my State. I am deeply interested
in it, and I am very anxious that the committee should hear all of
the witnesses who are present in Washington at the present time.
They have come from many States in the Union an(I are here at
your command, and I hope that whatever is done they will be
given the opportunity during the day to be heard fully and com-
pletely.

Senator WATSON. Have you anything further, Mr. O'Brien?
Mr. O'BniE.N-. I might state, Senator, that we find that free-duty

clauses are the worst menace we have, so far as the laborers' view-potit is concerned, for we find that from 43 to 52 per cent comes in

under the free-duty clause. When you figure the amount that is
made and approximately 50 per cent comes in under the free-duty
clause, the proposition we are up against becomes easily seen, and
that is the reason why we desire to have this legislation enacted if
possible.

As the gentleman here stated there is no industry in the country
where laboratories are connected with it that are not dependent on
this glassware. Without this ware the instrument workers and
the rest of them would not be able to do their work and we
feel it is due to the American worker and the American manufacturer
which have got to cooperate with each other, that something is done
to protect this industry. If we get the protection we are asking
for, which is absolutely necessary to protect us, then this country
will never have to depend on any foreign country in the future for
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instruments, such as you have exhibited here to-day. I believe that
is due to us as workers engaged in an infant industry, and that we
are entitled to it for the time we have put in and the patience and the
way we have worked along with others in the past four years.

Senator FRELINOIIU0YSEN. Mr. O'Brien, you represent a class of
employees who have specialized in this highly technical type of work
or workmanship, do you not?

Mr. O'BRiEN. Yes, sir.
Senator FnELINGouus x. And the war created that emergency

where we were prevented from obtaining this laboratory glass from
Europe when the war broke out.

Mr. O'IBnItN. Yes, sir.
Senator FnW.x1onuYsE.. And in order to carry on the work it

was necessary that the American workmen learned how to make it.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator FRELINOHUYSE. And they did so?
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator F EUNOtUiuysE. And produced the necessary products?
Mr. O'BuIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator FRE1INOIIUYSEN. And now the question is whether you

are to be allowed to produce this type of material or product and
capitalize what has been learned?

Mr. O'BIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator FRELINOHUYSfN. These last industries in my state were

closed before the war. They are running now; and are manufacturing
this product. Are you going to allow them to continue, Mr. Chair-
man v

Senator TuOMfAs. Do you mean they were closed Senator Freling-
huysen, before the war with regard to this particular kind of inanu-
facture or closed absolutely.

Senator FnELNon.IuYsEN. They were closed, sir, because of the
Underwood tariff taking the duty off of glassware and the competi-
tion from England, Japan, Austria, Begiumn, and Germany had
closed them.

Senator Tno.xAs. Then you say they were closed absolutely.
Senator FIIxG NOnusEN;. They were closed absolutely.
Senator THOMAS. I notice that the Underwood bill-
Senator FRELIN OHUS N (interposing). I say "absolutely." I

know of two or three which were closed. Others were closing rap-
idly by reason of that legislation.

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COL. MATHEW A. REASONER, MEDICAL
CORPS, UNITED STATES ARMY.

Senator WATSON. Colonel, what are your duties?
Col. REAsoNER. I am the officer in charge of the Army Field Medi-

cal Supply Depot, Washington.
In addition to my testimony before the House committee, I would

say that there is hardly a man present in the room that I did not
make personal requests of during the period of the war for certain
laboratory apparatus which it was necessary to have, I being the
purchasing agent for the Medical Department for laboratory sup-
plies. Many of them were not made in the United States, or have
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:not been made in the United States, but these men "came across"
and produced laboratory supplies equipment, and apparatus equal
to--in many cases better than-that which we had previously se-
cured; and because of that in July we were sending over laboratory
apparatus in accordance with requisitions, and by the time of the
armistice we ha4 gotten up to the point where to-day we have the.
biggest collection of laboratory apparatus and supplies in the
medical supply depot that has ever oeen brought together in the
history of the Government.

Senator Cunns. And you had a sufficient quantity supplied by
these people?

Col. REASONER. We started in December, and by July it was com-
ing in sufficient quantities to fill the requisitions, and by November
the requisitions were filled on the other side.

Senator CuRTis. And in your judgment, from your experience
with these men and with the industry, it should be given protection
,as recommended in this bill?
.Col. REASONER. Col. Russell represents the using part of it. He
is in charge of the infectious diseases and laboratories during the
var, and he will speak from the view part of the users; I speak from
the view part of the purchaser.

STATEMENT OF COL. P. F. RUSSELL, MEDICAL CORPS, ARMY
MEDICAL SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Col. RussELL. I am now at the Army Medical School, in charge
of the laboratories, and during the war I was in the Surgeon Gen-
,eral's Office, in charge of all of the laboratories of the Army and of
infectious diseases. Before the war I had been at the Army Medical
School for some years. At that time we bought practically all our
glassware and most of our chemicals and reagents in Germany.
When the war broke out we had this acute shortage. We were
unable to make these things. Col. Reasoner and other purchasing
officers, by agreements with manufacturers, succeeded in gradually
taking up one new thing after another, and at the present time we
have most of the things that we need, and they are made in this
country.

We also have worked from time to time, and are still working,
for a standard supply table, our point of view being that nothing
should go on that standard supply table for the Army unless that
article could be made in-the United States.

We are at a tremendous disadvantage if we can not get what we
want here and war shut out the supply' and we eliminated from our
chests that are sent into the field wilh troops everything that is
made outside of the United States, and which we will not be able
to get. At the present time we are working along very satisfactorily.

Senator VATsoN. What of the products supplied by, American in-
dustry?

Col. RUssELL. Yes.
Senator CunTIs. You say you go without some supplies now?

Could those with proper encouragement by legislation in the way of
protection now be produced in this country ?

154339--20--2
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Col. Russ u. As far as I know, I think they can. They have suc-
ceeded so far in producing better glassware than we ever got in Ger-
many.

Senator Cvnxs. You are not a purchasing agentI
Col. RUSsEtL. I am not a purchasing agent; my only object is to

have something that can be had.
Senator CunTis. Are the articles produced ii this country as good

as those that you got from the old country?
Col. RUSSfLL. Yes.
Senator CunTIs. Some of them are superior.
Col. RUssELL. The Pyrex glassware, I think, is superior to any-

thing we ever bought in German .
Senator CuRTIs. How about durability?
Col. RUssELL. It is more durable. Our dyes we had considerable

trouble with, but they are improving as we are able to establish in-
vestigations; I think that the dye makers can meet our specifications.
Our one trouble we have at the present time is that our old dyes were.
bought by trade-marks; there were no specifications.

Now, we are making specifications, and as those specifications are.
understood I think our manufacturers will be able to meet them; that.
is, they are meeting some, and I expect they will meet more. Our
rare sugars are also being made in this country now, as well as the
dyes.

We have taken the position that we can not afford to put anything
into our supply table for the use of the Army unless that thing is.
attainable in the United States.

Senator Cunris. And it is your opinion that with proper encourage-
ment all the things needed could be made in this country.

Col. RussELL. Everything that we have taken up and gone to the
manufacturers to produce has been produced or is now being worked
upon.

Senator WATSONx. Successfully?
Col. RussFpr,. Yes, sir.
Mr. FISHER. We have a man who is purely an outsider, who is in.

the position to speak for the industrial concerns of the country.

STATEMENT OF MR. H. C. PARMALEE, EDITOR OF THE CHEMICAL
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING MAGAZINE NEW YORK CITY.

,%r. PA UMALEE. In my position as editor I feel that I am quite
familiar with conditions in the industry, although I have no direct
interest either in the manufacture or consumption of the materials
themselves. The principal thing I would like to call the committee's
attention to is the national importance of the commodities that are
mentioned in these bills.

Senator WATSONX. 1 do not think you need to go into that, because.
we understand that. The only thing in the world we want to know-
and we have some witnesses who are able to tell us that. We take it
for granted that it is necessary to have these industries in the
United States, and we want to support them in the United States.
We want to know what tariff is necessary and why it is necessary,
and thlat is all we want to know.

Mr. PAR.IAT.Ev,. On that, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the coln-
mitteo, I think the word of the Tariff Commission and the word
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of these other gentlemen will be far more valuable than anything
I can give.

Senator WATSOx. We want the practical men who deal in these
problems.

Mr. PA.MAt E. That is all right, Senator.
Senator WArso.. But it is not necessary to be heard on anything

on which we all agree.
Mr. PAR MALE.. That is very flne, if you all agree on that.
Mr. FISHER. Senator, our idea in calling these disinterested men is

to show that it is in the public interest.
Senator CURTIs. And not only that; we want to give you what you

need.
Senator WATso,. We want to give you what you need and no more

than you need.
Senator CURTIS. And we want to be able to defend what we give

you.

STATEMENT OF MR. 3. M. ROBERTS, OF CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC 0.,
OF CHICAGO, ILL., AND SECRETARY OF THE SCIENTIFO APPA-
RATUS MAKERS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. RonERTs, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the
next subject is that of cost. The committee will appreciate in these
(ays of economic unrest throughout the world that this is a rather
difficult subject to approach. I will say that as a cardinal principle
that you can not compare the rate per hour of the American work-
man with the rate per hour of the German or Japanese workman
on account of, first, the increased efficiency of the American, and,
second, the fact that we do more machine work and not so imuch
hand. In comparing these costs I am going to take only a few
of the instruments that were imported previous to the war and give
our costs at that time as compared with the German.

Senator CURTIS. And can you give us the comparison with the
Japanese.

Mr. ROBEnrTS. I am first taking up the scientific instruments and
apparatus. A very popular scale or balance was formerly imported
by some manufacturers and! was used in large quantities. The ", ditty-
free" cost that the educational institutions were entitled to on tlis
balance laid down in Chicago was $0. Of that 7, cents was expense
of transportation. etc., which made the cost of the balance without
any charges $5.25. we are'asking for 45 per cent duty on scientifle
instruments, which should be computed on $5.25 and would make
the average cost from abroad, duty paid, $8.11. Outr cost on the
sane balance during that time run from $8 to $8.75.

Another instrmunent that we imported is what is known as a
declination and inclination needle. It is a fine instrument for usein laboratories. The German cost, duty free "laid down in Chi.
cago was $10. Our cost at that time ran'$13. Actual German cost,
les expense. on duty-free basis, $9; plus 45 per cent duty which we
are asking. $13.05.

Alternating-current apparatus formerly cost from Germany. "duty
free, $17.,50. Our manufactring cost was $25. The actual German
cost on duty-free basis, less transportation, was $16, plus 45 per cent
duty, equal' to $23.50.
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We have another instrument which was supposed to be here, but
failed to arrive, the Westphal balance. This balance includes a glass
plumet, made by the glass manufacturers. We are now producing
them complete in this country at $13.50 to $15. They were not made
here previous to the war. the cost from Germany previous to the
'war was $6. The present cost from Germany would, perhaps, run $9,
lus 45 per cent duty, which is $14.50, as against the cost price

3.50 to $15.
Senator WATSON. Why do you say "perhaps"? Have you any

idea about cost of production over there?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.
Senator WATSON. How did you find it out?
Mr. ROBEnTS. We have a letter from a manufacturer of balances

that states that his price to us has increased 60 per cent. The only
thing that we are in doubt about is the transportation rate from

ermany here. You know ocean rates are fluctuating these days.
Senator WATSON. Did you get anything like a definite statement

from him as to the wages he paid his men -
Mr. ROBERTS. No, sir.
Senator Cuwrxs. Wages have increased over there from 40 to 60

1per cent.
Senator WATSON. You got no definite statement about the increased

cost of materials?
Mr. ROBERs. Not in regard to labor or increased cost of materials.

They are very careful not to say anything about that, and I have not
anything personally.

Now, wo come to the glassware section of the bill, for which we
:ask 60 per cent duty. The instrument section asks for 45 per cent.

In this connection I wish to state that the efficiency of the Ameri-
can glass blower is becoming greater, and we believe before long
that we will have an increased output, due to labor-saving devices,
that will enable us to compete on a majority of the things on the 60
)er cent duty rate on scientific glass. The thing that is needed at
tie present time is a quick settlement of this matter and, of course,
in favor of the American industries. Our workmen are becoming
restless as they hear of the possibility that they will soon be in com-
petition with the foreign goods. If we could stabilize the industry
:and be assured of protection for a period of years, the production
'vould increase and the men would settle down and develop themselves
into good instrument makers and glass blowers.

I have a number of pieces of apparatus before you for example,
the Movers sulphur apparatus, male Vineland Scientifo Co., accord-
ing to their latest cost, October, 1919, was 00 cents; the Japanese
*rice, "duty free," 58.8 cents, f. o. b. New York. Now there has
been a contention on account of the investigation conducted two years
-ago that 45 per cent should be the duty on this kind of glassware.
So this cost is figured on the basis of 45 per cent duty, which makes
the Japanese selling price with that duty 85 cents, while our cost is
90 cents. This shows we need the additional duty on that piece-
or 60 per cent.

We have here a stopcock. I will read you the factory report on
this piece.
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Cost of the ltJhblo Glass Co., 2-rm. (0sler Stopcock, No. 8525, October, 1919.

Number at beginning of operations ------------------------------------ 185
Number at end of operations ---------------------------------------- 128

Number lost In operations ------------------------------------- 1

Making barrels, 81 hours, at 84 cents --------------------------- 2 -
Lehr labor. J hour, at 86 cents ---------------------------------. 18
Drilling, 81 hours, at 54 cents -------------------------------------- 4.50
Stoppering, 10 hours, at 74 cents ---------- * ---- . ..-------------------7. 40
Stopper plugs, 101 dozen, at 8 cents per dozen ----------------------. 82
Washing and greasing, 11 hours, at 18 cents ----------------------. 27

10. 001

Total prime cost, each -------------------------------- . 1
Material -------------------------------------------------. 08

Total cost of each ------------------------------------- .21
Overhead -------------------------------------------------. 00

Total cost of each ------------------------------------- .273
Japanese quote Nov. 28, 1919, duty free f. o. b. New York, $0.178 plus

45 per cent ---------------------------------------------. 2

Going, again, to show that we need a 60 per cent duty.
Senator WATsoN. Is that a very much used instrument?
Mr. ROnlERTS. Yes, sir; it is a very much used instrument. It is

used primarily in connecting up apparatus, also as parts of glass in-
struments.

Hero we have it again and again indicatingg. Over there on that
piece we have it again [referring to samples of glassware on commit-
tee table] and practically I should say 25 per cent of the laboratory
apparatus needs stopcocks.

Take plain funnels, those on the table: First, the 24-inch funnel.
I will not go through the detailed cost as I did above. The total
prime cost-

Senator WATSON (interposing). Yes; go through that.
Mr. RonF.Ts. The detailed factory report?
Senator WATSON. That is just exactly what we want.

Kimble Glass Co. 21- ich funnels, Mo. 7705, cost, October, 1919.

Nunber of pieces tit beginning of operations ----------------------- 2, 003
Number of pieces at end of operations ------------------------- 1, 88.1

Number of pieces lost In operations ----------------------------- 120
Blowing:

.8 hours, at 80 cents ---------------------------------- $30. 40

.38 hours, at 00 cents ------------------------------------------ 22. 8O
81 hours, at 25 cents ------------------------------------------ 7. 05

Sorting, 3j hours, at 32 centq --------------------------------- 2
Cracking of, 14 hours, at 40 cents ---------------------------------- 5. oo
Sawing, 4 hours, at 40 cents --------------------------------- 1. (N
Grinding, 38 hours, at 40 cents ----------------------------------- 15. 20

Total prime cost -------------------------------------------- 8.. 7
Material ----------------------------------------------. 22.0.

Total prime cost ------------------------------------ 1007@
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Total prime cost, each --------------------------------------------- $0.055
Overhead ------------------------------------------------. 017

0072
Package charge ------------------------------------------- 09

Total cost ------------------------------------------------- .081
Japaneso quote, Nov. 28, 1010, duty free, f. o. b. New York, $0.048, plus

45per cent ----------------------------------------------------. 07
Ximble Glass Co. cost --------------------------------------------- .08

Senator WATSON. Is that the labor cost now or before the war?
Mr. RonputTs. It was in October of this year.
Senator WATsOx. Right now?
Mr. RoDErTS. Yes, sir.; the latest cost from the Kimble Glass Co

of Vineland, N. J., as compared with a Japanese selling price of
$0.048.

Senator WATSON. Where?
Mr. RODERTS. That is laid down in Now York.
Senator WATsox. That is laid down in Noew York?
Mr. Ronmas. Yes, sir.
Senator W.%Tqo. At what?
M. ROEaTs. $0.048 duty free plus 45 per cent ditty would make

their cost 7 cents, Our cost is $0.081, showing again that we need
00 per cent to equalize.

Senator Cunxs. I thought that the breakage was pretty large.
Could that be reduced by experience?

Mr. ROantTS. There is' al ways breakage in glassware.
Senator Cunns. I know there is, but I wondered whether the

breakage could be reduced by experience.
Mr. lIonvis. I do not believe that the breakage is excessive.
Senator Cuvnis. I do not know. It struck me so, as a man who

knows nothing about it.
Senator WATSOn. Are you a factory man yourself?
Mr. RonEnTs. I am an instrument manufacturer but not in glass-

ware blown at furnace. I. am a manufacturer of lamp-blown glass-
ware which is a more delicate ware (indicating] but I am not a
factory man on the ware that is made in the furnace. This [indi-
catingi this is all made in the Vineland district; the lamp ware
manufactured all over the country, and also at Vineland. The
breakage on lamip-blown ware is hIgher than that indicated above.

We have another cost on a different sized funnel.
Senator WATsoN. Let those be printed in the record.
(The statement referred to is here printed in full as follows:)

Kimble Glans 0jo. cost 81.lith funnls, Yo. 770J, October, 1010.

Nuanl)er pieces at beginning of operation ----------------------------- 517
Number pieces at end of operation ----------------------------------- 405

Number pieces lost in operation ---------------------------- 52
Per cent of los4 ---------------------------------------------------- 101

Blowing:
11 hours, at 80 cents ----------------------------------- $8.80
11 hours, at 60 cents ----------------------------------- .60
11 hours, at 25 cents ----------------------- ------------ 2.7

Sorting, 1 hour, at 82 cents ----------------------------------------- .82
Cracking off, 4 hours, at 40 cents ------------------------------ 1.60
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Sewing, I hour, at 40 coits ------------------------------------------- $0.80
Grinding, 101 hours, at 40 cents 0............ O.50

Total prime cost -- ---------------------------------- 26.87
Material ----------- ------------------------------- 12.02

80.70

Total prime cost each --------------------------------------- 085
Overhead ----- ------------------------------------------- .025

110
Package charge ----- -------------------------------------- 009

Cost each. ................- - - 110
Japanese quote Nov. 25, 1019 (duty free) f. o. b. Now York, $0.075, plus

45 per cent -------------------------.-----------------.. ---------. 11
Kin1Ie Glass Co. cost -------- -------------------------------. 119

Itimble O1a88 Co. cost 250.ce. Squlbbs. scparatory funncl, October, 1010.

Cost of blank -------.---------------.----------------------- ------- . 108
Cost of stopcock plug ----------------------------------------------. 07
Cost of top stopper-... . . ..---------------------------------------- .030
TMnip room and grind labor_ --.-----.-------- ----------------------. 80
Washing, inspection, and packing -----------------------------------. 08

Total prime cost -------------------------------------- .588
overhead ------------------------------------------------. 117

Total prime cost, each ---------- ----------- ------------- .705
Japanese quoted Nov. 28, 1010, $0.403 (duty free) f. o. b. Now York,

plus 45 per cent --------------- ---------------------------. 67

Mr. RonnTs. Showing again that the 45 per cent duty is not
adequate ani 00 per cent is necessary.

I will take some examples of other pieces of Japanese manufac-
ture on which I have the cost.

Senator WATsoN. Have you a definite knowledge of the amount
of wages paid in the competing factories in Japan, factories making
that estimateI

Mr. RonETs. No; I have not at present.
Senator WATsoN. Nor in Germany-they make that sort of an

instrument in Germany, do they?
Mr. ROBERTs Yes* they make it in Germany.
Senator WATsoNq. 1You have not those?
Mr. ROBERTS. No. A tall-shaped round bottle, with a pour out,

imported from Japan, duty free, will cost $2.60; that is, f. o. b.
Yokohama. If you add 60 per cent duty to that it will bring it up
to $4.10. Our cost of that here in this country is $4.84. That leaves
,74 cents for transportation, which is approximately what it would be.

Senator WATSoN. You know under a ruling of the Railroad Ad-
ministration the ocean freightage is absorbed; that is to say, they
charge less under a ruling of the Railroad Administration for
freight from San Francisco and Seattle to eastern United States
on all imports than they charge for American goods of the same
character, equal to ocean transportation. So that ocean transporta-
tion is absorbed on a great many articles under the ruling of the
Railroad Administration, bringing into direct competition, without
ocean freightage in the production of all those articles.
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Mr. R oBErs. I do not happen to have any drying tubes here but
it is a small U-shaped tube f6r drying gas. On one 10 inches high
the f. o. b. Yokohama price is 8 cents, and 60 per cent duty would
bring it up to 12.8 cents. Our factory cost at the present time is
124 cents. Here is another form of drying tubes, 4-inch, present
cost of Japanese, f. o. b. Yokohama is 6 cents, plus 00 per cent
duty, would be 9.6 cents. Our cost is 9 cents.

Volumetric flasks: We have one type of it on the table with the
stopper ground in. The following cost is on the same form without
the stopper, but it will illustrate: Size, 250 cc., f. o. b. Yokohama
price, 24 cents- plus 60 per cent duty is 88 cents. Our average cost
is 85 cents. The same with the stopper ground in is 40 cents, plus
60 per cent equals 64 cents. Our price is 60 cents. These'are typical
of the cost. If the chairman desires any further data I will go
through these lists.

The CHAIrmAiq. Those you do not road can go into the record.

J1apanese
cst I o b Amerl-
New York; can

+ 60 per costs.
cent duty.

Weighing bottles, 50 by 30 millimeters .......................................... 0.2875 t 10.8P
Weighing- bottles, 60 by millimeters ......................................... .4025 .40

oppmg bottles', 30 cubfl centimeters .......................................... .. 287 .
Poash bulbs ................................................................ 1.035 1.05
Retorts, 0 cubic centimeters .................................. .276 a
Filtering flasks, 600 cubic centimeters ............................. .322 U

Mr. ROBERTS. Showing that 60 per cent asked for is exactly what
we must have.

There is another point I am sure you will be interested in, and
that is the comparisons of the American selling prices at the present
date as compared with 1914. We are both manufacturer and job-
bers. We have in our catalogue, I suppose, from 10,000 to 12,000
items, some of our own manufacture, some bought in the Vinoland
district, some made in our lamp shop, and others purchased from
various manufacturers.

We have a practice of keeping a record of our outgoing tonnage.
We divide for our own information, the volume of business dvne
each month by the tonnage sent out, and in October of this year
we had a very interesting experience. We had wondered how much
our goods advanced on an average. It is practically impossible
with so many items, to get correct information by comparison of
selling price of individual items. So we struck an average from
the value of the tonnage, and we found that the advance in gelling
price of a ton over 1914 was between 65 and 06 per cent. Compare
that- with the advance in cost of wheat, cotton, Ford automobiles,
and shoes, and you will find that the scientific instrument makers
are not profiteering, because our costs have advanced in a less pro-
portion than other things.

I have a letter here from Leeds & Northrup in regard to the matter
of costs. The Leeds & Northrup Co. is held up as an example of
efficiency in the instrument line. They claim that.in 1916 they paid
instrument makers 40 cents an hour, and in 1919 they paid them
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81 cents an hour. They further state that unless provision is made
at once for the protection of our industry it will s0er much greater
competition than before the war, for the reason that all instrument
factories in Europe were greatly extended to take care of war needs.

I will insert a portion of their letter in the record.
(The portion of the letter referred to submitted Mr. Roberts Is

here printed in full, as follows) :
TnE LEEDS & NORTHUP CO.,

4901 STENTON AVENUE,
Philadelphia, June 26, 1919.

Mr. WALTER R. EtMEH,
Rimer c Amend,

Third Avenue, Eighteenth to Nineteenth Streets,
New York, Tity.

DEAR Sin: Our firm, the Leeds & Northup Co., is the only firm of consider-
able size in the United States devoted to the manufacture of precision In-
struments for standardization measurements In heat, light, electricity, mag-
netism, temperature, and electrochemistry. We employ about 400 hands, and
our present output is over $1,000,000 per year. In 1914 It was $143,000.

In Germany there are a number of manufacturers of similar lines, several
of them employing many more hands than we do, the total number of em-
ployees in this class of work probably exceeding 10,000. In England and
France the same condition exists.

Many of these foreign companies have agencies or branches In this country
and have always been actively after the business of the educational Institu-
tions because the duty-free clause in the tariff law permits such educational
Institutions to Import free of duty. There is thus created a false demand for
foreign scientific Instruments, for they are placed in the very institutions
where they accomplish the most for foreign makers and affect us most adversely
because our engineers and men of science are being trained In the use of
foreign rather than American apparatus. As a result, when they go Into In-
dustrial or research work, they are already biased in favor of foreign appa-
ratus with which they are familiar.

Our standard of wages.is high, having Increased as follows: Instrument
maker-1916, 40 cents per hour; 1910, 81 cents per hour. Apprentice, starting
wages-1916, 8 cents per hour; 1019, 22 cents per hour.

In Germany, Instrument makers received 18 cents per hour.
Unless provision Is made at once for the protection of our industry it will

suffer a much greater competition than before the war, for the reason that
all instrument factories in Europe were greatly extended to take care of war
needs and they now stand ready to very greatly increase their normal output.
This may find a foreign outlet even at no profit In order to carry the already
established increased overhead charges and keep the new and very large force
of employees busy.

Next to munition making, perhaps, the scientific instrument business was
the most expanded Industry in Europe for war needs. As It is also a peace.
industry, it is the one line above all others that will try to find an outlet in
the United States and South America. Experience has shown that the Instru-
ment business Is the most vital of any for successful prosecution of war. The
next war will be even more a war of applied science, and t ,erefore any plan
of preparedness must consider every means for protecting and fostering this
industry.

We can oialy trail behind foreign efforts in the direction of research and
sclntiflc application unless we greatly encourage the production of scientific
Instruments in the United States. Nearly everything that our company pro-
duces is of direct use and absolutely essential to the prosecution of research
work and the application of its results to industrial problems and processes.

For this reason, therefore, we earnestly request that the Instrument business
in this country be protected to a point where many more manufacturing con-
cerns will feel that it is profitable for them to engage in such work. * * *

With foreign scientific instruments subject to duty of 45 per cent we can
successfully compete with their product, although not on a basis of price
equality. The advantage of location and our knowledge of trade conditions
and requirements should offset any price disadvantages over and above such
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import duty. We learned, during the war, to make certain articles, notably
manganin and constantan, and transmitted freely such knowledge to Amer-
lean manufacturers. We hope that such material and instruments made there.
,.rom will be protected from duty-free importation. * * *

Very truly, yours, Tun LEES & NOETHUP CO.,
Per M. E. L., PresLdent.

Mr. ROBEnTS. That applies to instruments and it also applies to
scientific glassware, as you can not use an instrument without the
glass to go with it' the two are connected together in many cases,
and what Leeds & korthrup Co. have said in regard to instruments
would apply and they would say the same in regard to instruments
made of glass,

Representative BACHAIIACr. I want to say that considering the
fact that four months in the summer have elapsed since this bill
passed the House and was sent over to your committee, I have not
had one single, solitary person connected with any college to say
anything except tlat the duty should be added.

Senator CURTIS. Have any great number said that?
Representative BACHIIRACI!. Yes; according to the Tariff Com-

mission, which investigated this subject, a great many, 19 to 20
colleges.

Mr. ROBERTS. Gentlemen, in order to get down to concrete facts,
two of the firms that are both dealers and manufacturers sent out
a few letters to typical colleges and universities, in order to see
how they felt about the importance of the industry and the with-
drawal of the duty-free privilege. I have the replies here and I
v.ill put them in evidence, but I will not read all of them. The fol-
lowing is a. summary: From Chicago we sent out the following
questionnaire:

First. Do you believe the vclentlfic apparatus industry is a key Industry;
that is, an industry producing apparatus controlling manufacturing processes?

So far I have received 20 answers; 19 answered in the affirmative
and I in the negative.

Second. Do you think It is best for our country that we train our scientific
students with apparatus of American manufacture?

To this I received, 17 affirmative and 3 qualified answers, and
in that qualification they said it would be well for the student to
be acquainted with another type. They did not say not to produce
it, but it might be well to broaden their view.

Senator WATSOn. That is, the student ought to have the very great
advantage of a German test tube instead of an American, to broaden
his experience?

Mr. ROBERTS. Yes, sir.
Third. Do you believe that the presence of a bdghly developed scientific

industry will foster scientific research in our country, as it has In Germany?

And, in explanation, Germany is always held up as an effi-
cient nation on account of the tehnical training of so many of its
people. Seventeen answered in the affirmative, and the same three
qualified again.

Fourth. Do you believe that our manufacturing processes will be under
better scientific control if this country is independent in the production of
control instruments?
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To that 10 answered in the affirmative and 4 qualified as to the
ways of control.

Here comes this question, which is the most important one:
Fifth. Are you willing to waive the duty-free privilege In order to perpetuate

the scientific-apparatus industry?
Seventeen answered in the affirmative, three qualified as to restric-

tions in price, and, I believe, one of those three said, "Well, if there
is an instrument abroad, and if ours was not as good, it probably
ought to be brought in."

Here are the schools which answered this: University of Michi-
gan, seven departments, all affirmative; Michigan Agricultural Col-
lege, the president wrote in the aflirnmative and then sitid it was a na-
tional duty to establish the scientific-apparatus industry in America
and should be supported by every institution in the country; Univer-
sity of Cincinnati; Kansas Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kans.;
Kansas State University at Lawrence; University of Missouri; U-ni-
versity of Mississippi; Mississippi Agricultural College; Mellon
Tnstitute of Industrial Research, University of Pittsburgh; Minne-
sota Agricultural College; University of Oklahoma at Norman;
Oklahonma Agricultural College at Stillwater; Tulane University at
New Orleans; University of West Virginia at Morgantown. a

In addition to the Chicago letter one was sent out from New York
to the eastern section of the country, and, as it was more of a general
leter, and it did not give these specific questions, but we can go
through the letters received and pick out answers to the same ques-
tions in their general discussion.

In response 10. replies were received from the following institu-
tions: Yale University School of Medicine; Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, one department; Pennsylvania College
at Gettysburg, Pa.; again, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
another department-the department of technical analysis; Column-
bia University, New York; Middlebury College, Middlebury. Vt.;
Washingon University, St. Louis; Pennsylvania State College; Col-
lege of tlhe City of New York; Boston University, School of Medi-
cine. Of these nine answered in the affirmative and in the negative, 1.

In the questionnaire sent out by the chairman of the Tariff Com-
mission to the members of the American Chemical Society (the
questionnaire that Mr. Bacharach referred to), 17 were in favor of
the repeal of duty free, 1 qualified, I said no, and 1 did not answer.

Representative BACHARAC1. Will you not please insert the names
of colleges?

Mr. ROnEnTS. I have that in another point.
Representative BACHARACH. They are the largest colleges in the

country?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes, sir; I refer to the testimony of Mr. Sheridan,

the special representative of the Tariff Commission. He gives the
names of these colleges in the general questionnaire. These included
Yale, Cornell, Pennsylvania University, Leland Stanford Univer-
sity, Illinois University, Pittsburgh University, University of Chi-
cago Washington and Lee University, University of Michigan,
Wasimington University at St. Louis, Carnegie Institute, Rockefeller
Institute, Bureau of Chemistry here in Washington, Bureau of
Standards Washington Hygiene Laboratory, Geophysical Labora-
tory, and Pratt Institute, Brooklyn.
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In the report by the Tariff Commission on scientifice instruments
Leland Stanford University and University of California were
quoted as being opposed to the abolition of the duty free. I have a
telegram this morning from Mr. Hartley, of the Braum Corporation
Los Angeles. I wired him to interview the heads of Leland Stanford
and the University of California and see who gave the information
to the commission. Mr. Hartley wires as follows:

We have promises of some energetic forceful telegrams and letters from
those in authority both of Stanford ,ad the University of California strongly
in favor of repeal of duty-free law. These telegrams and letters should go.
forward within the next 24 hours. We hope to have similar letters to send
from the universities near Los Angeles.

Senator WATSON (reading) :
May I express my own view that the present system of free entry of such

instruments should be continued. It seems to me that every possible handicap
should be removed from our educational Institutions. The present financial
burdens of our universities and educational institutions In general are almost
overpowering with the increase in general expenses, and this is coming at a
time when the necessity for education of the best type is more pressing than
ever before in history. (President Leland Stanford University, July 18, 1019.)

Representative BACUIARACH. That is David Starr Jordan.
Mr. ROBmTS. I have several letters I could read you. There is one

here especially from Dr. Freas, of Columbia University, that I would
be glad to read if you want to hear it on this subject.

Senator WATSON. Is it along the same line?
Mr. ROBERTS. It is in regard to duty free.
Senator WATSON. He is in favor of its repeal?
Mr. ROBERTS. He is in favor of its repeal, and he gives some very

strong points.
Senator WATSON. Read it then, sure.
Mr. Ro1EnTS (reading):

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY,

Mr. WATrER VEIM.n, December 10, 1919.

*llghteenth Street and Third Avenue, New York City.
DEAn Mn. EmIFR: With reference to my position on the question of duty-free-

Importation for colleges and universities, I would like tomake the following
statements:

1. I would consider any Industry closely associated with science as a key
Industry, that Is, It Is an Industry, while In Itself It may be comparatively small,
it has a great Influence over other Industries. The things that one does train
to do other related things more easily, and If men are untrained In these key
Industries, they will naturally be very limited In their ability to branch out
when an emergency arises.

2. In ease of difficulties with foreign countries, it Is almost necessary for a
country to he self-susialnlng, and If a nation Is handicapped In the key Indus-
tries it will beha bndlcapped In those large industries which are necessary for
defense. Therefore It Is a self-evident fact that any country .that wishes to be
self-sustaining in case of emergency should cultivate Its scientific industries
or key Industrles In times of peace.

3. There can Ibe no question but that the research work of this country has
been greatly hampered( during years of peace as well as in times of war be-
cause of our lack of men who are qualified to work as instrument makers,
glassblowers, skilled mechanicians, etc. Scientists engnged In research and
especially research chemists can not progress In a satisfactory manner if they
are dependent entirely upon foreign aid, whether in times of peace or war.
New ideas In research, to be effective, must be carried to conclusion as rapidly
as possible. In other words, to be effective one must "strike while the Iron Is
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bot," and if the apparatus and equipment and chemicals to be used must bie im.
ported from a foreign source, much delay and confusion result and little real
progress is made. Any bne who has given but slight attention to the develop.
ment of industry can readily see that this is true. It seems almost impossible
for success in pottery work to be obtained outside of Trenton or East Liver.
pool. The scientist or investigator will succeed in the best manner when he is
surrounded by men working along the same lines as himself.

4. The necessity for college and universities to make the sacrifice of their
privilege of duty-free importation Is almost self-evident. No one realizes more
clearly than 1 do that the colleges need the money that is saved by duty-free
importation. But the American people must come to the support of their col-
leges and universities in such a way that these paltry benefits will be of no
,consideration. The total amount of money that has been saved in all the col-
leges it the past 50 years was probably spent in errors In one week by the
chemical industry during the war. Therefore It seenhs that the colleges should
not be asked to make this sacrifice except indirectly, and that thie country
should iln some manner back them up as a whole. This point should not come
in the way of retarding the growth of American industry.

5. The recent war having prevented importation from foreign countries to a
large extent, has given the Americans an opportunity of showing what can be
done. Two things stand out preeminently as indication of what Americans can
do in ease of emergency. I refer to the glassware known as Pyrex and the
porcelain ware known as Coors porcelain. Before tie war these products were
almost entirely imported, and wein the emergency for manufacturing them
arose American capital and ingenuity were at hand, so that to-day we have
products that are in one case unquestionably better than anything we have
ever Imported and the other case equally good. There can hardly be any
doubt in our minds that with time many lines would also be developed with
the same degree of success. It must be remembered that these things were
developed at a time when there was an immense demand for skilled help of all
kinds for work in munition industries.

0. It undoubtedly does have a bad effect upon the young men of the colleges
to see much of the things with which they work come from foreign countries.
It produces a feeling that we are unable mentally to cope with other people
and the feeling Is aroused that the foreigner Is iln some way superior. This Is
drilled unconsciously into the minds of the young men and they retain this
impression to some extent all their lives. This has always been noticeably true
when talking with all the men who have been trained in the use of foreign-
made instruments. For Instance, one trained to use electrical Instruments
,might find that most electrical instruments it use are made in this country
and thus gain the belief that we excel In electrical Instruments and therefore
excel in our ideas of theory and electricity. Unconsciously the reverse has
len made in the use of scientific apparatus, because most of it ies been pro-
duced in other country's. Therefore, as a process of Americanizatiol, I think
that the apparatuos should ie produced in this country.

7. There are Just two counterirritants to 1)e referred to this whole matter.
I refer to tie labor situation and the manufacturers' attitude. If our laborers
in this country get to the point where they will not try to produce or try to
develop industry in a satisfactory manner, it is almost certain that the for-
eigner, regardless of tariff laws, will he nble to furnish us goods in the way
of scientific apparatu. and chemicals, as well its along other lines.

The other drawback referred to Is the fact that many naiufuUCturers (o not
attempt to produce things thot are up to the highest standard. For instance,
many iunnufaeturers expect the scientist to us(- glassware that is in every way
poorly designed, and there can be no doubt In my nind hut that ili sollit eases
the user of apparatus would rather pay for apparatus produced in foreign
markets, even If tite duty lie three ties the normal rate, ratiwe than use the
product of the American manufacturer.

Yours, very truly,
Tiles. B. FanAs.

Associate Profc.iour of Chenitry.

Senator WATS0N.. Who wrote that letter?
Mr. Ron ETs. That is from Dr. Thomas B. Freas, who is asso-

ciate professor of chemistry of Columbia College and has to do
with all of the buying.

Here is a letter i Would like to Iead.
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Senator WATsoN. How long is it?
Mr. Romm:Ts. Two pages, double space. This from Prof. Basker-

ville, of the College of the City of New York.
Having been requested to express an opinion in re H. I. 7785, I beg leave

to make the following statement:
1. The manufacture of laboratory glassware, porcelain ware, optical glass

scientific Instruments and apparatus having been undertaken by Americans
during the World War to meet an emergency demand at honie, adequate ap-
preciation Is due them after the war.

2. As an Independent Democrat In politics I believe In tariff for revenue only.
As an American above everything else I believe also In protecting Americanu
Industry, especially during the early stages of development of n particular In-
dustry. I equally believe that the extent of the protection should be In pro-
portion to the necessity of tile same. Necessity Is here used as meaning Just pay
for labor and proper profit for capital Invested and risk Involved. I assume
the figures given in the report accompanying this bill are those decided upon
by qualified experts In such matters (to which I make no pretentious).

8. As director of laboratories I lhve Imported articles many thousands of
dollnrs in value, because they could not at the time be had "ma d e In the United
States" or could be bought cheaper elsewhere, especially when Imported duty
free. Most of the articles were made In Germany, and In their use with stu-
dents unfortunately went an Insidious propaganda Injurious to American ability
and prestige, particularly where there were many students of recently foreign
origin. In placing our orders during the current year preference has been
given Anerican-made goods, even If the prices quoted In competitive bids on
foreign-made articles were slightly lower. I have given Instructions to follow
the same practice during 1020 and purpose continuing It, unless ordered to
do otherwise by those whose authority Is superior to mine.

4. "Americanilsm " soul be preached and practiced in every institution of
learning in the United States. We should not again allow ourselves to be
duped by Insidious propaganda. Further, If It cost the Institutions of learning
some money to safeguard their students from this propaganda, it will be more
than worth it. I am not sure, however, that it will cost more in the end: for
while the Individual student may pay more for his apparatus and chemicals,
the money goes back to our own people in labor and profits. Their taxes sup-
port many of the Institutions, while these ad others tre being more and more
generously endowed by American men and wonoen of means.

5. DIserlminatory authority should be given the Treasury )epartnent to lay
a small duty (for revenue only) on unusual and spelnl apparatus and chemi-
cals not made In our country or likely to be made here, except at abnormal
expense, thus reducing the cost somewhat of extraordinry research, which at
best Involves heavy expenditures. The exercise of such dliscriluhntory powers;
should be more in accord with the spirit and purpose of the law.s, raller than
by literal interpretation of words. Real research of the highest type would
not be seriously haImpered by such duties, for the spirit of big investigation is
so strong lit our country now that it will go forward anyhow.
6. Fundamentally I believe that one great outgrowth of the World War

will be more education all over the worhl. That will mean letter hygiene.
better living conditions, more provision for entertainment and enjoyment of
the higher tlngs of life. Labor will conia'quently be better paid it some'
countries and perhaps less In a very few. 'rihe tendency will be, toward more
uniformity of pay, based upon actuna productility. hence I believe that nil
duties should be reasonably flexible, the elasticity being under the control of a
commission (Tariff Connilsslon, if you please) of properly paid experts of
the highest qunmilleations and Integrity, as free front political Influence as tile
highest court of our land.

7. I am convinced that it is an obligation oil the part of tle colleges and
niniversitles now to forego tile duty-free privilege tlt time nmnufaeturers may
build tip the American industries referred to. These industries. will be need-
ing properly trained men from these Institutions. I at also firm In tly ex-
pectation that, as the colleges and universities and Industries are getting
closer and closer together In our country, the manufacturers will do their-
part for the institutions of learning atld research of all kinds.

CHASE. [AsKERVILrr.,
Professor of Chiemistry and Director of Laboratorle.,

College of th City of Xew York.
DECFEMIER 9, 1019.

0 r
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SHOBEITAM HOTEL,
H STREET NORTHWEST, AT FIFTEENTH,

VAHIINOTON, .11111O 5, 1010.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of June 4, enclosing copies of

11. It. 8784 and H. It. 8735, the first In reference to optical glass, and the sec.
ond In reference to chemical glassware. I am entirely in accord with ally
steps that may be taken to assist In the manufacture of certain essential In-
dustrles developed In this country during the war, its there covered by these
two bills

I would like to inquire, however, why these two lines are maintained rather
than the whole subject of scientific instruments. The scientific industry has
heretofore been confined to foreign countries. It Is claimed by many that the
importation of this class of Instruments free from duty when purchased be
educational and other Instruments be prevented the building tip of the selen'
title Industry In this country. Optical glasses and chemical glassware are
me rely two Important cases of which there are many.

S. A. STRATTON.

CAMItitiam(, December 8, 1919.%fr. W. R. Hii tER,
LE mer d Amend.

DRAH Si: Replying to your letter of the 4th instant, I would say that I am
most heartily In favor of the use of Amerlcan-made aplparatus and supplies.
I have arrived at this opinion, after many years' consideration, for tile fol-
lowing reasons:

(1) America should be self-sustained and solf-supporting. Research and
testing lie at the foundation of all Industries-warlike or peaceful; this should
never again be crippled for the lack of material for testing Its products.

(2) Let us, as a means of promoting American science, work with Ameri-
can apparatus, American cheaels, Anerlean compendia books-all the prod-
ucts of American brains. Foreign mnaterials are In nany cases excellent, but
we can equal or surpass them If we will.

(3) Difliculties of ordering and obtaining goods made 4,000 miles away,
and particularly through a third party. Apparatus made here canl be quickly
obtained and sent back if.not as represented or to specifications.

(4) Judging from American surgical Instruments and small tools, chemical
apparatus will be standardized, simplified, better adapted for Its purposes,
when our manufacturers do devote thelr energies to Its production.

By all means, support the American supply makers to the fullest extent.
Yours, very truly, AUOUS5TU5 II. GIL, ,

Dcprrtnmcnt of 'T'echlical A analysis,
lassachusctts Instlitutc of Techilology.

MEL.ON INSTITUTE OF INDUSTIIIAL ]tEEAtI(lI,
U.NIVE-l(S1Ty (oF lrTll(|.

Deccemlwr 9, 1919.
SCIENTIICIo INTEIRALs CO.,

709 lorbes Street, 1'lhtsburuh, Pa.
DEAlt Slit: I am iI i rc(',Ipt of your letter of tile .3ti Instant. I wtls present

at the meeting of the council of the Anerlcean Ch~lnieal Society at which the
question of the stnnd of that society in tie( 1nntte- of duty-free importation of
sclentiflc lpparatus4 Was deterinlled. I spoke at ill thilne strolngly inI favor or
having no uilty-free privileges to educatimnl Institutions in this regard. While
tihe aiggregate cost to the whole count ry (f tih e foregoing duty-free privilege
would Ie very coisidl'abl,, the additional Ilndividllal cost to eachl student is
so small as to he no hardship on the student. Furthermore, if one leaves out
tile Idvllltlge.s III ('xchaIltge! whlil Illlly coltinue for some I 1im1ll II favor of this
Country I (ou)t wilhtther Itl1st f4retigll I|latlufaIIV.ltlres of s*icimilllh altpalrtltus
will i. n11 ih cllller thtll lhi: .tlle til l't-llnUfall tlIW'd lll'tslr h . fII' duty-
free privilege' Is cut off', t Iilllie or lamses olitht to el'll1h, the A lerIICaln
llllll fl ltill'rs 11ll1 jIl,.li ,I5 to ell Iii II lower lplce tlhll ai lol'tent. I t 1 ci i -
tailly III favor of giving tlheli e've'y cilale to, Itr y imo exlierllelt a1fnd If after
a per.ld of yell's it ilel4siI lt tl.ey UPP'' (l'rglg irh1cs Whhici hildhate tllat
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there are undue profits then I would be i favor of going back to duty-free
importation; but if they are willing to givo the buyer the benefit of lower
pflees, due to increased volume, then certainly the Industries should be pro-
tected.

Yours, truly,
R. F. BAcoN, Direottoer.

TJiE PENNSYLVAN IA STATE COLaiSE,
State College, Pa., December 8, 1019.

ELMER & AMEND,
Neo rork C1ty.

GENTLEMEN: Regarding the purchase of scientific apparatus and chemicals
In the near future I may say that the policy of this college, so far as It is within
my power to control it, will be In accordance with the following points:

1. We shall purchase American-made apparatus, chemicals, and all other
equipment 6f American dealers, so far as the goods can be had.

2. We slbll Irchase by Importuition only those articles which can be had
in no other way.

We hopm that you, as dealers, will exert your energy in the direction of sup-
porting the infant American scientific industry, started since 1914, and not
abandon It In favor of the German and Japanese market.

Yours, very truly,
. G POND,

Dean, for the President.

WASIHINOTON UNIVERSITY,
St. Louis, December 6, 1919.WALTMI It. HLMER,

New Fork C1ity.
DRAR SIn: I am in receipt of ,your commnnicationl of December 4 concerning

the purchase by educational institutions of foreign materials.+
Most distinctly I wish to go on record as being in favor of supporting our

own American scientific npparatun industries, I wish to state that I am of
the opinion that the American colleges and universities should not purchase
from tile Germanin or Jainese markets. I find that the American goods are lilt
that can be expected of them. And I wish that you would consider me as
going on record as against the purchase of German material , and I hope tlint
steps will be taken to prevent colleges and universities from importing Germahi
and ,lmiponese ware.

Very truly. yours, L. Mt.MAs'mRx,
Professor of Chcmistry.

WETs'r VlltllNIA UNIVERSITY,Morgutaloioit, 1f'. V'a., Dve'comber 11, 1910.
,R.IENTIFIC MATERIIAL.% ('O..

1'iftsburlh I'li.
GENTLEMEN: I have reilul With Muich Interest your I'tter of De'emlbcr i5, con-

cernlng continued suluport of American nnnufacturer.s o}f sclentillc apparatus,
an timy answer 1-i " Yt5 " to all (of your Ih'(, qntsls.

I have no doubt It will be necessary to wahlve the duty-free privilege, in order
to perletuilo the seleitile apllutraills Induostry, as I inn confident thlt every-
0He concT'rUld will be glad to do this In order to nnke this country Independent
of ill other countries.

I note your mention of a possible invasiom of Jnp stuff, none of which has
ever gotten past my approval and never will.

Very truly. yours, B.H. Hit0E'

Professor of chemistry.
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MDDLE5UBY COrObEt'

Air. WVALTh R . E , AMddleburp, Vt., December 8, 101 .

Nate I'orl city.
DEAR Sin: In answer to your letter of December 4 regarding support of the

American .scientific industry.
This department is'very well satisfied with American-made glapsware and

porcelain and we plan to support Atisenlean:made produets in every possible
way, not only In our orders but in the classroom as well. We do not plan to
make any importations from either Germany or Japan, nor will we use products
from either of these countries if we know it. In the future all orders will be
placed with the qjndev'standlmg that Amnerhan-mado apparatus only will be ac-
cepted. The same statements apply to chemicals.

I hope that the findings of your meeting will be published in time journals of
the various scientific publications.

Yours, very truly,
AnTHUR 11. DAvis,

Acting Head Department of Chemistry.

- Mississippi AoniCurTUaAL AND MEOHANICA, COLLEGen,'
Agileultural College, M*s.; DeeMnber 8; 1919.

TIn CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC CO., Olheago, Ill.
DEAR S1n1s: In reply to your letter with reference to the support of the Amer-

ican apparatus Industries, it seeins scarcely necessary to write you that we are
heartily in favor of giving our new industries every possible help.

The position fit which we found ourselves on the opening of hostilities was
very unfortunate, and I believe that scientific men in this country will not fail
to encourage In every way they can American manufacturers who have devel-
oped such excellent wares. We mast expect American goods to cost more for
the present, but the question involved is not one of money alone.

Regardless of wlht others may do with reference to the privilege of duty-
free Importation, we (1o not our-elves (in so far as we can control the situation
here) expect to Import anything from the Central Empires. I should be glad
to see Congress abridge the right of free-duty Importation until American man.
ufacturers can maintain themselves. If this is done, it will then rest with our
own manufacturers to supply their products at reasonable profits only. I
believe that they will do this, and I believe that we ought to stand behind them.

Trusting that you will scarcely receive a dissenting voice with reference to
the support of our own manufacturers, I am,

Very truly, yours, F. HAND, State 0heO8t

Mr. ROBEnTs. The total number of institutions interviewed from
the three sources indicated above were 50-in favor of the repeal, 43;
qualified, 4, and in their qualification they did not say no; 2 said no;
and I did not answer.

I have some information in regard to the cost per student, and I
first am going to give my own experience when I was in school and
then quote from two universities. When I was in school at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1894-1896,' it was the method there to buy
tickets from which portions would be cut off as we got supplies from
the storeroom. It cost me $5 in nine months for the breakage of
apparatus that I could not turn back. That was supposed to be on
tie duty-free basis. If it was on duty-free basis and tile 60 per cent
duty was added, it would have cost me $3 more a year.

At Georgetown University here in Washington they find as follows
for the year 1919: To outfit a student desk in the laboratory costs
about $25 a year. Of this amount about $15 goes for the consumption

154889--20----3
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of chemicals, and $10 covers the cost of glassware, rubber tubing, etc.,
and the student is charged at the end of-the year for breakage, which
averages $8 to $4. That is not much, and add 60 per cept and you
will see the increased cost is $2.40 per year.

George Washington University in this city charges a breakage fee
of $10 at the beginning of the term. The average cost of breakage
per student is $5 per year, and the remainder of the fee is remitted to
the student. The additional charge, if this cost was on duty-free
basis, would be only $8 per year.

There is another peculiar instance-you take Columbia University
the University of the City of New York, Chicago University, and
the University of Wisconsin at Madison, where they have so many
students in chemical departments this year that they can not accom.
modate them, and all of them use duty-paid prices because they can
not get the others, and the attendance is larger than ever, showing
the increased cost had not kept students from the courses.

Senator WATSON. The committee will now rise until 10 o'clock to-
morrow morning, when we will meet in this same room.

(Thereupon, at 12.20 o'clock p. m the subcommittee adjourned to
meet at 10 o'clock a. m. to-morrow, Saturday, December 13, 1919.



LABORATORY COASSWAREJ AND SCIENTIFIC AND SUROICAh
INSTRUMENTS.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1919.

UNITED STATES SENATE,,
SuncoM TrE ON FINANCE

l1"whington, b. £i.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 o'clock,
a. m., in committee room, Capitol, Senator James E. Watson, presid-
in $resent: Senators Watson (chairman), Curtis, and Thomas.

Also present: Senator Freljnghuysen.
Senator WATSON. We will proceed, gentlemen. Who is the next

witness?
Mr. FISnEm. Dr. McCluna.
Senator WATSON. Proceed with your statement, Doctor, if you care

to make one.

STATEME OF DR. 0. E. MoOLUNG, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYir
VANIA, PIADELPHIA, PA.

Dr. McCLuNO. I shall be very brief. These gentlemen have asked
me to express the opinion of a laboratory mirn with re.rd to tho
protection of manufacturers of scientific instruments in this country.

If you view it in a narrow way, of course, the. laboratories would
like to get all they can for their money, because the universities are
in a desperate situation now. But we can not separate the interests
of one class from another and can not advance in one science with..
out the support of other sciences, and if we have good instruments
we travel more rapidly. If we use the instruments of other countries
we have the ideas of other countries, and it is to the interest of all
that we should have our own manufacturers to support us. When
I was tt the University of Kansas I bought American-made micro-
scopes when they were not anything like as good as those of German
manufacture, simply because I felt we ought to build up our own
manufactures in this country. I think in general that thelaboratory
men all feel the same way about it.

We make as good miscroscopes in this country now as are made
anywhere. They were not nearly so good when the manufacturer
started, simply because they had not had an opportunity to build up
their business.

Senator WATSON. You are not afraid of the duty-free repeal?
Dr. McCLuxo. Not at all.
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Senator WATON. And are you convinced that these instruments
ind others of like character that you are using in laboratories and
otherwise in your research work are just as good as those made in
other countries?

Dr. McCLuYo. Every bit us good. We can make anything in
this country that we have a chance to make, Unless there are some
questions that you desire, to ask me, that is all I care to say.

Senator WATSON. I think that covers the ground.
Mr. FisEn. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Lewis 0. Wilson of Precision

Thermometer Co., of Philadelphia, was unable to 6 here. He
has however, sent some information to Senator Penrose on the sub-
ject, and inasmuch as he is not here to-day I should like to have this
inserted in the record.

Senator WATSON. Very well; that will be printed in the record.
(The matter referred to is here printed in frll, as follows:)
JI'ilILADELPIIIA, PA., Devcember 10. 1019.lIfon. B|ows PENROSEt

chairman Fintanceo omnutteo, .United states Senate,
Senate Office Buildipg, l1rahhlglo, 1). 0.

DFAt 8wn: The importance of tile above-mentioned bill Is, of course, obvious
to you on general princiv';m as nil old-line protectionist and supporter of Ameri-
can. Industries, nevertheless, tile bill ias a significance entirely aside front any
theory of Industry protection against foreign competition. Tite natural anit
ultimate net result of the duty-free clause It prevIous tariff lIls was that
when the United states entered tile war the most serious hlandicapllelich
they encouiitre(d was the lack of development of the scientific Industry III
lills country. It waste only by tile most sulierilnman endeavor that the situation

was even partly mnut, ut under tile spur of tills endlavor tile scientific Incltrl-
itiont Industry has actually been established lit the Utnted States It very mint.ll
thin nature of tn Infant industry, except In certain special lines.
Tie President and thp Congress have recommended that certain legislation

be acconmpllshed In regard to certain Industries which have been classified as
"key Industrles," -these are, of course, largely in the chemical field. It Is it
mple statement of fact, however, that there was no key Industry that did

not depend upon tile Instrument-making Industry, and without wlich time re-
s01ts alccomnplished by the so-called " key Industries" would have been Im-
In'sible. In an article which was published by the historical division of tile
Philladelphla district office of tile Ordnance Department of tile Army in the
Philalelphlia Press of September 5, 1919, tile officials of tills division not only
conce(led that tlme instrument Indutry was the " key Industry," b u t went further
thant tis amid Intdorsed the characterization of the Instrument Industry as tile

anister key of the key Industries."
'In the writer's opinion, tills, one fact In itself should be sufficient to insure

the passage of H. R. 7785. Tie particular article in question (of which a
reprint Is herewith Inclosed) pertained directly to tils company, but this
company Is by no means tile largest of the companies now engaged In instru-
aient making and merely typifies the Industry, so that the term "master key"
allies even more truly to the Industry as a whole than to any one unit such
as ourselves. We earnestly suggest that tils article be presented to the con-
ideratilon of the committee and p laced on record, We would particularly
cIll your attention to tite matter of artillery parts In the first column, and to
the acute situation existing at explosives plant 0 at Nitro, W. Va., men-
tioned In the second cohlmn, both of which situations were relieved by instru.
nent makers and Instrument makers only. In tact, It was only the scientific
instrument maker who made possible the testing of guns and ammunition,
measuring of muzzle velocity, and all of those factors which enter Into fire
control , without which artillery Is useless.

If there Is to he it scheme of self-sustained and self-sufflcient defense from
the cduntry's own resources, it is vital; from a strictly American and national
point of view (regardless of the welfare of the infant instrument Industry),
that tlje duty-free clause be eliminated and that a duty be imposed that will
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make it Impossible for the Germans to again control the supply of instrumento
used In this country to the extent that they did before -the war.

It might be mentioned that In Philadelphia alone there are at least seven
Instrument-mniaking establishments, and, Including the smaller shops, evei
more than this.

Yours, very truly,
PanolsioN Tnm.MmousE'ku & INSTRUMENT COo,
Lnwis G. WILSoN.

rAn u tlilt d article pyblishrd by th Hiltorlcal Viy1aLof of the Ordnance Denartment,
United states Army, r m information in their omoeal archves, Ph tadelpllal'tek,
Wednesday, Sept. 5, 101 .1

I'IIILADELPIIIA FIRM PROVED TIE MASTER KEY OF TIlE KEY INDUSTRIE-IN-
VALUABLE WAR SnERVIoES RENDERED) BY TIIB PaEosItoN- TnEnMOMETEY &
INSTRUMENT O.--SMALL THiNos, BUT VITAT-MARVELS AccowPrasIsEO By
EMPLOYEES WHO WOaXED IN TIUnE Siwrs. ' '

(How Philadelphia accompliselt d the here:lean labor of producing more than
$2,000,000,000 worth of war matrals wl,.1,in a short. space of time, more thap
one.sixth of tile amount produced Lv tbe entire Nation, is told In the series 0$
articles of which this is the twenty.'ouoth. The articles are accurate in every
respect, having been attested by the Ordnance Department, to which they were
submitted.) .f

Tile turnover front American standards of masureMoh.ts to tile metric qy'
ten used by the French called for lintenslve engineerlng, thought, and applict
tion, Philadelphia manufacturers know the story only, too .well. The ebanl
from inches to centimeters meant. new tools, new tolerances prescribed, net
limit gauges, etc. Under the drawings submitted by the French our Americo
drills, readers, taps, and dies. were useless. Tikey could not function to l)ro-
duce results li accordance with the French specifications. Tiat we did a.

compli:;h tho seemingly Impossible (considerln; .tl6 Itiinit anl tlo stressful
urgency) is amply and happily proven by the results. accomplished is depleted
in these daily stories.

The "than onl the street" possibly apprecihtes to s.e io extent the. llirer tik

mole 1 spect tulatr achlovements of tile Ordnance. Deptrtnment and (i t ,lp,.I
manufacturers who were able to accomplish the large and. spetaeilar thng.
It Is doubtful, however, tlhat the average manl realizeS..mt how small a1 tillit
the largo things sometimes depend...

Instrument making, as compared 'with locoumotIvo Itllllug, ile co01stFu(tlib
of battleships or huge pieces of artillery, Is. a smat ,thing al tle total ammlt

of money Invested lit instruipent~maklg shops iti tile United States .\voull

seem small when compared wtli tile Invested capital of it single almo of 'tII

larger corporations who were in position to flo ti.Herculean tasks willcv

tme exigencies of war demanded. Nevertheless, the'wair proved, beyond argl-

ment, that Instrument, making was not merely a key Industry ill time senso

that the tern Is now used, but thai Its the M'nster-keb' of the key industries.
The Precision Thermometer & Instrument Co., of .Jilladelplia, began te

struggle to establish an instrunent-making business In the face of forelgn
competition lit 1010. It was uphill work and there wet'e mnany things, it. w'l
impossible to undertake in the face of conditions then existing. Before t~i

war was dreamed of, however, they had demonstrated .that they could bull

certain special instruments such -as stadimeters, .tIlumtinated dial pielorutsed,

and other instruments for the Bureau of Navigation of the Navy Departnoi ,

temperature.mneasuring Instruments for the Bureau of Steami Engineering, NOVay

Department, barometers for the Signal Corps of the Army, and other classesof Instrunlent making in addition to their regular line of Industrial tbeo*

mometers. A nucleus of skilled Instrument makers was formed In tlo shop, b '

means of which the company was afterwards able to render services wihlc

at that time had not even entered the imaginatiou.
Scarcely anything was done for tile Ordnance pepartnont.that did not Id

pend either directly or Indirectly upon the Instrument makers, Perhaps It .18
pertinent to state at the present time that Uncle Sam started to blld n I
guns before there was any definite public information, or action pointing" t -
.ward our participation in the war. Nevertheless, the big steel compgiler

• . ' ' , • ' : 1 . . . . '. ..
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4vore building guh. It was found that the breech and firing mechanisms of
the guns required, for instance, certain special forms of springs of the finest
tempered steel. There were large corporations whose exclusive business was
the manufacture of springs, but It ultimately transpired that after going from
pillar to post the country over the only sort of a shop that could properly turn
out the particular sprigs required was not a spring shop but an Instrument
shop, The parts were small, were of many different shapes, were required to
stand spec4fic stress tests, had to be accurately machined to given dimensions
within a plus or minus tolerances of half a thousandth of an Inch, and had
to be absolutely interchangeable, so that if any spring should wear out or break
,during use or action a duplicate part could be immediately put in place with.
out a moment's delay or difficulty.

810 GUNS AWAITED SPMNGS.

The Precision Thottnonfter & Instrument Co. started manufacturing these
a rinKs In 1910, and had not been Informed officially what they were for.

hey did know, because they had been told, that great lfficulty had been ex.
perlenced, and that no satisfactory springs had been obtained, and they under-
took to make them and succeeded. After Gen. Pershing had put his troops
Into action he Informed the Government that what he need most, anti first,
and must have. were 75-millimeter guns. The Ordnance Department informed
the Precision Thermometer & Instrument Co. that these springs were parts of
the 75's, nnd that the Bethlehem Steel Co. was behind the Ordnance Denart-
ment's schedule of deliveries because they were waiting for springs, Four
-days after this Information was imparted spring production was ahead of the
schedule and stayed ahead of It until the end of the war. You could put a
dozen of these small parts In your vest pocket, but It required skill, patience,
specially designed tools, and specially trained men to make them, and they
wero made to the extent of many thousands In this Instrument shop In Phila.
delhln.

Speaking of guns brings to mind another important matter. One of the
final acceptance tests on all gun- rnd ammunition of whatever caliber is the
recalled chonogranh test for muzzle velocity. In other wo'ds, the velocity of
i projectile as it leaves the muzzle of a mm must he accurately measured. A
given type of shell of a given size fired from a standard mn of corresponding
size must have a uniform muzzle velocity to make fire control po-slble; with.
out tbIq uniformity. the elaborate mechanism of the gun sight would he worth.
less. the range finders and all the mnthemntles that enter Into the control of
gunfire. especially indirect fire, would be of little value. The chrono'ranh is
an Instrument for measuring the muzzle velocity of a projectile. Some of
these Instruments hli been made In Frnnce and F naland: a few of old deslan
hid been made In this country. The War Dennrtment was making its own in
the Vrankford Arsenal Instrument shop. Ameflan explosives manufacturers
were making powder for the Allies before Uncle Sam started to fight. French,
English, or German Instrument, were not available.

PRODUCED IMPROVED CHRONOGRAPH.

The Precision Thermometer & Instrument Co. decided that It would make
hronogrrnhbh. The cooperation of the ballistic experts of the Du Pont (4o. wis

readily obtained, because Dut Ponts needed these instruments In their hbi' I-
ness and had not succeeded in ohtaining accurate ones In America. A little
team work resulted In the production In Philadelphia of improved muzzle
velocity instruments, by means of which not only greater accuracy but greater
spied in running tests were attained than ever before.

When the United States entered the war-in fact, If It Is not a secret, before
we entered the war-the Government started to expand the Government nrov-
Ing grounds. This meant an Increase In the instrument equipment and the
Frankford Arsenal Instrument shop was by that time too husty with other
thing, so that the Government had to depend upon private enterprise. IT was
found by the firing of comparative tests with all known or available makes
of cbronographs that the only Instrument that gave accurate results with
standard ammunition and standard guns on a st*',lnrd range had come out of
the shop of the Preclslon'Thermometer & Tn,,r:ment Co.. cif Philadelnhlia.
The Ordnance Department therefore discarded the old Frankford Arsenal
type and specified chronographs of this make. The company was called on the
long-distance telephone from Washington and asked what they could do -to
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help. The men In the shop were interviewed. They proved to be 100 per cent
American and agreed to work all the overtime that human endurance could
stand, The first t lot of chronographs were ready for delivery. to the proving
grounds almost before the contracts had been signed.

The company equipped the Sandy Hook Proving Grounds,. the Aberdeen
Proving Grounds (the largest in the world), the Nitro and Old Hickorsy
b owder plants, the American ordnance base in France, the big-gun range at
Panama, the inspection division, the Frle Proving Ground, anl the Springfield
Armory, as well a,4 the private ranges of the Du Pont Co., Peters Cartridge
Co., Aetna Explosives, We tern Cartridge Co., and others with muzzle velocity
instruments, turning out about 100 complete units of equipment, besides many
spares and accessory instruments, and completing all the requirements that the
Ordnance Department had outlined In this branch of work before the armistice
was signed, This wat not one of the spectacular things that made an hmpres.
sion on the public mind, but it was one of those things without which neither
guns nor anmnunitlon could be supplied to the troops.

STARTED $50,000,000 PLANT.

Another brief anecdote will illustrate the sense in which the instrument-
making industry Is a master key:

The public at large now know something about the huge smokeless powder
plant at Nitro, W. Va. The smokeless powder grains as turned out for any
given size and type of shell must have a definite burning rate In order that a
definite charge of powder may have a definite predetermined explosive force,
which, of course, is one of the factors in obtaining the required uniformity
of muzzle velocity essential to fire control. This rate of burning Is deter-
mined by the size of the grain of powder, the number and size of the per.
operations in it, as well as by its chemical composition. This forming of the
grains to the required size must be done with the most minute accuracy, and
Is done by forcing the powder In a plastic state through specially constructed
dies. The tolerances allowed In the construction of the dies were very fine,
on some parts being plus or minus one ten-thousandth part of an Inch.

On the Friday before Labor Day, 1918, an Army officer and a Government
Inspector walked Into the shop of the Precision Thermometer & Instrument
Co. and told them that the Nitro powder plant, which cost $50.000,000, was
finished and ready to run, and that 80,000 men were there ready to go to
work, and that the plant could not turn out a pound of powder because nobody
had Yet succeeded In making satisfactory powder dies. All the company had
before it were the blue prints. Special tools, jigs and gauges had to be made.
Special composition steel had to he obtained.

The company started on the job that day; they worked the next three days,
Saturday. Sunday, and Labor Day. 12-hour shifts, without even stopping to
eat, on the finest and most difficult kind of work. On the Tuesday after Labor
Day the inspector Inspected and accepted the tools, jigs and gauges, the special
composition steel bad been obtained, some from Chicago, some from New York,
and some from Philadelphia. through the eooperatign of the Mildvale, Co. and
the telegraph companies. On the 15th of Septei er, practically two weeks
after the proposition was put before the Instrument makers, the first lot of
dies were Inspected, they were all accepted, sent to Nitro by speclnl messenger
and on the 10th of September, Nitro was making powder. Mnny hundred
additional dies were made in the next few weeks. A 75.millimeter powder
die Isn't much larger than man's thumb when assembled complete. There ts
nothing spectacular about it, It didn't run Into carload lots or millions of
money, but they couldn't make powder without them and it was an Instrument
shop in Philadelphia that met the situation and solved the difficulty.
. The big powder plant at Old Hickory, near Nashville, Tenn., olso bad to fall

back on the Instrument sbop. In the nitrating of cotton or wood pulp. temper-
atuire is n very Important factor. 'To measure the temperature in n nitrntor
required the construction of specially designed thermometers. Te Precision
Co. wns asked If it could supply the nitrator thermometers for the Old Hickory
plant: they could and they did. When the order was placed the raw material was
not in hand nor even- in sight, but the complete equipment of nitrntor ther-
monleters. from glass blowing to the calibrating and graduating, ns well as the
making of the special steel and silver casivns," Wno finished, tested. aid shipped
to Old Hickory Just 81 days after the Government "engineers asked if the com-
pany could do the work.
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THIERMOMRTEGS AT $000 AO.

In the nitrating department of one of the largest powder makers, chemical
conditions were such that no thermometers that had been designed up to that
time were suitable for the purpose. Instruments were specially designed to
meet this requirement, and it was necessary that the casings and fittings he
made of pure silver; sterling silver was not good enough. The silver had to be
at least 08 per cent fine. These thermometers were successfully madeI how-
ever, by the Precision Co., and were so totally different from the layman s con.
ception of a thermometer that it Is hard to convey a description of them with-
out going Into tebnlcal ddtakls. Thoy cost about $900 apiece to muike, but
they paid for themselves, and the Precision Thermometer & Instrument Co.
kept the powder makers supplied with them throughout the period of demand.

In fact, there was scarcely any process employed In 'the manufacture of sup-
plies for the Ordnance Department which did not require the. use of ther-
mometers for control at some stuge. This held good all the way from smokeless
powder to soldiers' campaign hats.

When the supervisory and control laboratory of tho Ordnance Department
was established in Philadelphia, It was found that the various stations which
came under its direction were bavhfig dtilleuttles In llmaling correct temperature
.measurements. The chief of the.laboratory asked the Precision Co. to help
them out in this matter, as a result of which the company produced and sup-
,plied to the laboratory a number of series of extremely accurate thermometers,
against which as standards the ,other thermometers In the service were checked

.up and standardized, and. the trouble-which had been experience-d thereby elilmi-
nated. These instruanents were u-ed for. Innumerable purlses. froll testing
the flash points of oil.to.the determination of the mlilng point of T. N. T.

They also supplied many special thermometers that were used Il tempering
the steel for rIfles,.guns, and shells.

Another serviee which tiffs company was atiu to perform and which It suc-
ceeded In doing only-after considerable risk and expense, was to manufacture
In Philadelpria and supply 'lmere" needed thermometers for the measurement
of very how temperatures. Tie so-called .Xohuol thermometer, for measuring
temperatures to Ot° below centigrade, and the Pentane thermometer, for meas-
uring temperatures as low as 2000 below centgrade (which Is equivalent to
828 below zero 1a1renhelt), had never before been made in America, Pen.
tane is dangerous stuff to handle, and the Precson Co. had to discover through
its own initiative the technique of their manufacture, as no one in America
knew how to do it. After twd weeks of experiment and research, they were

le to suppl nal that were required ann have dame left over for souvenirs.
Certain manufacturers of shrapnel shells had great difficulty in accuratelygradtjating t t time-train rings of the fuses. The Precision Co. made master

gauges for this purpose, and there was iiot more trouho. There Is a certain
part of a shrapnel fuse known as the base charge. In the shell factories these
charges were haded by. hand by girls; it took a girl about 90 seconds to load
-a fusts The Prcision Th ereer- & Instrument Co. llt machines for the
shell makers by means of which one irl could d loa 16 fuses In 0 seconds.
They also built t special machines for the government for testing primers. nust
before the clos o of the war a new instrument was invented by.xperts of the
-Ordnance Departuient for testing the recoil of guns. ThTe &nstrunmunt wae

termed a" velocimeter, because of the record that the company had made In
building the instruments required by the Government for measuring muzzle
velocity, the veloclmpter Job Was Intrusted to them: the details of design
weke perfected in their shop, and while these instruments were scarcely started
when the armistice was signed, they have since been completed and delivered.

It wqs extremely Important to test the hardness of steel used in making shells,
proJectlles, and Liberty motors. Many hundreds of microscopes were made In
-this Philadelphia shop for the manufacturers who wore making time hardness
'testing machines, of which tie microscope was an Integral part.

Before the war the chemical laboratories in this country were mainly
dependent upon Germany for the special types of thermometers used In labora-
tory work. The war both cut off the German supply and created a vastly

-increased demand for such thermometers. The Precision Co. also went Into
-'this, trained a special force of empyoles in the work, and thermometers of this
type literally Issued forth In a constant stream, running Into thousands and

-thougands of instruments.
The word "thermometer" does not mean very much to the layman, but the

temperature-measuring instruments that are used for technical and engineering
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purposes are very different affairs from the layman's conception. During the
war the Precision Co. turned out about a thousand different types of thermom-
eters for almost as many purposes; for instance, certain special types are used
in the Navy Department by the Bureau of Steam Unglueering. Many times
war vessels would have been delayed in sailing from navy yards or shipbuilding
plants if the company had not worked day and night to provide the necessary
steam engineering equipment of specially designed thermometers.

One of the big supply houses in Philadelphia took an order from a locomotive
works making shels or a micrometer of a somewhat unusual character, and
then found themselves in a predicament because there wasn't such a micrometer
to be had in the United* States and the corporations who regularly make
micrometers couldn't supply it. The official of the supply house, who had taken
the order, happened to mention it to a representative ol the Precision Co., and
it had then been burning his fingers for about four, months; one week later
the Precision Co. delivered the micrometer.

Mr. FIsHER, Mr. Pilling has decided that rather than taike your
time he will submit a prepared statement.

STATEMENT OF MR. WHALES 1. PILLING, OF THE GEORGE E.
PILLING CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Mr. PILLINO. The recent European war revealed astounding con-
ditions regarding the supply of surgical instruments, for in tune of
war ,urgical instruments are as vitally necessary as ammunition.

Mr. Crowell the Assistant Secretary of War and Director of
Munitions, made the following statement: "Before 1914 four-fourths
of all the surgical instruments used in the United States were im-
ported from Germany."

The tariff for many years was only 45 per cent, then in October,
1913, it was reduced to 20 per cent and for a few months during 1914
importations came into the United States at the new (present) tariff
of 20 per cent.

Many new agencies of German makers were opened and flourished
here.

Of course, the beginning of the European war temporarily stopped
these importations, otherwise the industry would have been dead as
a door nail in another 12 months.

Germany, in tht, surgical instrument line, is congratulating her-
self because she has, while destroying industrial France and Bel-
giuxn, kept intact her surgical instrument factories as well as all
of her special machinery, dies, tools, and other facilities for making
surgical instruments, and already is soliciting business from the
American dealers, and German-made instruments are now arriving
here in large quantities.

Tie official records of the United States Department of Justice
show the dastardly, inhuman underhanded methods of Germany's
suporcrinlinals used against the United States in her endeavors to
destroy the honest efforts of the American skill to produce the
medical and surgical supplies needed so urgently for the equipment
of our Army of 4,000000 men, and the 211,000 graves of American
-soldier in France Qan the United States probably would have beer,
multiplied many times had the United States entered the war at t-he
'time of the sinking of the Lusitania for it would have been utterly
impossible to have supplied our large Army with the needed surgi-
cal instruments on such short notice.

Now regarding Japanese competition. A large part of- the cost
of surgical instruments consists of labor. It will be seen that with
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Japan's wages so much lower than ours that the foreign wage must
be the foundation on which a just tariff is built.

Col. C. R. Darnall, executive officer of the Surgeon General of
the United States Army, who did wonderful work durlng the war as
supply officer of the medical and surgical supplies, says: "At the
outbreak of the war the situation as far as surgical instruments were
concerned was very serious." In his statement before the Ways and
Means Committee a few weeks ago he emphasized that because of
the small number of surgical instrument manufacturers In the
United States when we entered war, the War Department was put
to great distress.

1 Mr. Sovatkin has, I believe, samples of surgical instruments made
In Germany, Japan, and the United State, showing comparative
figures of cost, and I will ask him to show these to you.

STATEMENT OF MR. E. 1. SOVATKIN, REPRESENTING 1. SKLAR
MANUFACTURING (0., BEOOKLYN, N. Y.

Senator WATSON. Mr. Sovatkin, what company are you connected
withI

Mr. SOVATKIN. The J. Sklar Manufacturing Co., of Brooklyn,
N. Y., manufacturers of surgical instruments.

I have here a letter from a representative of the consumers and
retailers in this country, the president of the American Surgical
Trade Association, which is the retailers' association of the country,
addressed to Senator Penrose. I would like to have that go into the
record.

Senator WATSOn. Very well.
Mr. SOVATKIN. I have also two telegrams here from people out

West on the same proposition.
Senator WATSON. Let them be inserted in the record.
(The matter referred to is here printed in full, as follows:)

AMESICAN S0OICAL TRADE AssociATIoN, (INC.),
Richmond, Va., December 10, 1010.

ion. DoMs PMeROSE,
Chairman, Finance Committee, United States Senate,

Washington, D. 0.
Sim: I understand that there is now before the Fihance Committee bill H. I.7785 on which It Is hoped that there will he an early hearing. As president of

the American Ietall Surgical Trade Assoclation and as a representative dealer
In surgical Instruments, I would respectfully urge that the industry be protected
for this country by a favorable report on this bill.

I call to your attention thpt as dealers we can make a profit on whatever
class of goods we handle, whether German, Japanese, or American make, hut
for safety of the people of this country and the absolute necessity of surgical
Instruments for the Army and Navy during the time of war, It Is necessary
that some measure of protection be given the American manufacturers of these
goods; or If not, this Industry will sink back to ItN 1014 Impotency In a very
short time after normal trade relations are again established.

My firm had placed a prewar order with one of the largest German Importers
In tlah country, and lately they offered to reinstate the order and make pretty
fair deliveries at prices below, or certainly not any higher, than what we
would have to pay for Anmerican-made goods. The scarcity of surgical Instru.
inents during the war was appalling, and dealers, Institutions, and surgeons
Were terribly h'hndleafped, as theAmericba nianufacturers hd responded nobly
to the* call of the Government; and If It had not been for the fact that they
had, a fev years' start between the time of the shutting off of German compe.
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.tion and when this country entered the war, our Army and Navy would have
indeed been In a very sad predicament, and would have meant the loss of
thousands of lives because of the Inability to secure the necessary Instruments.
Not only this, but It would have almost destroyed the morale of our men to
know that they were going into battle with the knowledge of the fact that if
they were maimed or mutilated the surgeons would not have instruments to
take care of the necessary operations.

Some cheap Japanese Instruments came Into this country during the period
of the war$ which helped to tide over conditions to some extent; but the loyal
Amorican dealers, rather than handle this cheaply-made, competitive stuff or
to push the American manufacturers for deliveries when they were so sorely
pressed by the Government, allowed their clientele to go without goods. We
ourselves had the privilege of equipping a Red Cross hospital unit, one of the
best that went abroad, and we had to get many of the instruments needed
from England, as the manufacturers on this ide were so pushed with direct
Government orders. Millions of dollars have been Invested in the development
of this industry during the war period, and thousands of men have been trained
to make instruments. This infant Industry ought to receive the same consid-
eration as dyestuffs.

We refer you to Hon. Claude Swanqon, Senator from Virginia who knows
our firm and our position in this matter.

I hope that you will not fail to give this bill your most vigorous support and
bring about an early hearing on same.

Yours, very truly, . ANDsoN,

ViCe President and Secretary Powers A Anderson (lno.).

CHicAao, ILL., December 11, 1910.
Mr. B. SOvATKIN,

Hotel Shorehant, Washington, D. V.:
Sorry I could not come; the very existence of our Industry depends upon

favorable report of bill H. R. 7789. Failure would spell ruin to the entire
surgical-instrument Industry, a few importers excepted. '

H. CARSTENS MIFO. CO.

CnICAo, ILL., December 11, 109.
E. 3. SOVATKIN,

Hotel Shoreham, Washington, D. 0.:
As you are on the premises, we wish that you would take up with the Senate

Finance Committee and request that bill H. It. 7l785 be reported favorably by
the committee. The surgical-instrument industry iN In a deplorable state, and
Immediate steps are necessary, as German and Japnnese made goods are flood-
ing the market. The Japanese situation is extremely bad.

WssTERN INSTRUMENT CO.

Mr. SovATHIN (indicating a lot of surgical instruments displayed
on the committee table). These instruments that you see before you
here in these green rolls ere just a few of the thousands of patterns
of instruments made in this country that were not made here before
1914. A great many of these instriments are being made in Japan.
In this otlier roll are instruments that are made in Japan, received
here by a firm in Philadelphia-Pilling & Co. For instance, here is
a Japanese instrument and here is the American-made instrument.
They are both exactly alike; you could hardly tell them apart.

There is some talk aboiit the Japanese not making their goods right.
Well, they can make them right; they are pretty good Imitators.

Here is a forceps, known as the Jones haemostat. Haemostatio
forceps are u'sed in every kind of major operation. That instrument
is used to close off the blood vessels; as they cut they have to clamp
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off every blood vessel. In some operations they have to use as many
a 100 of them. There is a Japanese Jones forcep right here. You
can compare them. You see) they can finish those goods pretty well.

Their cost of labor on the same article is about one-tenth of what
ours here,

Sentor WATsoN. That is the big consideration with us here.
Senator CunTis. Take that up in your own way.

• Mr..SovATciN. I have some figures here. The head of our firm was,
in Gef4hanv at the time the war broke out. He sailed from America
in May; 1914. He went there in order to establish connections for
the purchase of such instruments as prior to that time we had been
making here, but were obliged to discontinue because of the reduc-
tion of the tariff in the act of 1918, which reduced the duty from 46
per cent to 20 per cent. Of course that made it impossible for ua
to continue the manufacture of those goods which we had been mak-
ing prior to that time.

Then in 1918 Mr. Sklar made a trip to Japan to study conditions
there to see what we would be up against. So these figures on Jap-
anese costs that I have here are not hearsay; they are figures that
have been studied by the head of our firm.

Senator TnoUAs. I have just come in. Are you discussing now
the costs of labor or costs per unit of production?

Mr. SovATliN. The cost of production of these goods.
Senator TrorAs. That is, the labor cost and the other costs, with-

out regard to the rate of pay of labor?
Mr. SOVATICIN. Of course, we have to take that into cof.sideration-
Senator TuO31s. Certainly, but what I mean is this. Suppose

two men working at 50 cents a day have a certain output as against
one man working at $5 a day here.

Mr. SOVATRIN,. You mean as far as the efficiency of the labor is
concerned?

Senator THotAS. Yes; the labor costs of production as determined
by the cost of the article?

Mr. SOvATxiN. Well, Senator, 'in the making of these instruments
between 80 and 85 per cent of the cost of production is labor cost.

Senator TInoDWs. Then it would be very easy to determine the
labor cost of a given articleI

Mr. SovATHiN. We have our records for the American labor cost,
because we are producing the goods here and know what it costs to
produce them. We have no way of telling the exact labor cost of
the goods in Germany, although we know what their wages were
in 1914. We know what wages were paid in Japan in 1918, but
we do notknow what they are to.day. That is how we can get our
comparative figures.

I do not want to go into the matter of how essential this industry
is to the civil population and to the Army and Navy, because I cov-
ered that in the hearing before the Ways and Means Committee and
you gentlemen are already acquainted with it. You know you could
not'operate on a man f6r appendicitis unless you had the instru-
ments to do it with. Imagine one of your family having an attack
of appendicitis and the doctor saying: "I can not operate on him
because I have not the instruments." That would be the condition
here in case our supply is cut off and we have no industry in thift
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country. And it is the opinion of surgical-instrument people in this
country that one year from now, if some measure of tariff leffsa.
tion* is not enat ed to protect the industry, we will be out of usi.
ness And hltve no industry in this country. .,

Senator TIIOMAS. To what extent has your production fallen off
up to this time?

Mr. SOVATRIN. Senator, within the past two months we havs. re-
ceived more cancellations and had more goods returned by Amesican
dealers than in the preceding five years, and that is due to the fact
that within the past two months there was a shipment of surgical
instruments received from Germany by an importer in New York
and spread all over the country. None of those instruments is
stamped "Made in Germany," because the Treasury Department has
waived its previous decision and so those goods are perhaps being
sol as American-made gdoos. That accounts for the cancellations
we are getting to-day. A we are already feeling the effects of Ger-
man competition, which some people say is not here yet.

I have here a series of letters from German manufacturers. The
first one is dated July 17, from a very prominent manufacturer. He
says:

Please take notice that tie advance i from 250 to 275 por cent over prewar
prices.

Following that is one dated September 9, from the same manu-
facturer, in which he says that all prices have now advanced 350
per cent.

Senator WATSON. How do you account for that?
Mr. SOVATHIN. I am going to come to that in a moment, Senator.

Here is another one, dated October 8, from the same district, showing
an advance of from 450 to 600 per cent.

Then comes one dated October 15, in which that same manufac-
turer announces an advance of from 700 to 750 per cent. This is
very interesting, and I would like to read a few words:

All instruments cost now about 700 to 750 per cent wore than before tle
war. You understand the cheaper our mark the higher the prices.

Senator TzioMiAs. And that statement right there, in my judgment,
is the principal source of trouble of the business in the United
States.

Mr. SovATnIx. You see, thelr eost of production is perhaps a little
higher, based on the god standard, than it was before the war,
and they are raising their prices just enough to cover the falling
off of the value of the mark; but it is a fallacy to say that they have
raised their prices from 700 to 750 per cent, because they have not.
Their mark is worth just a small fraction of what it was.

Senator TioMtAs. Every fall of the rate of exchange operates as
a bounty on exports from the. country.

Mr. SOVATKIN. But we have good on the way from Germany now.
Senator THOMAS. Of course, and they will continue to come. You

.can put 500 per cent tariff on a great many articles, and if the
mark continues to fall that bounty will continue to operate.

Mr. SovATYKnN. Senator, if you put 1,000 per cent duty on these
goods and the mark does not fall you will not bd putting a barrier
around this industry. There are titousands of patterns of these in-
struments.
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Senator T1oMAs. That may be, but the serious, trouble in commer-
cial affairs to-day, I think, Is this rapid fall of exchange. Years
ago we tried to show that the fall in exchange value of silver operated,
in precisely that way. The establishment of the great iron and steel'
works in Hankau, China, was due almost entirely to that fact. And
unless something is done by the cooperative power of our fitiancial:
institutions and the Government to steady this exchange, the manu-
facturing and fanning interests and producing interests generally
in this country are going to suffer very severely. I noticed in this
mor1nng s paper an account of the cancellation of the shipment of
10,000,000 cigarettes, and another of $500,000 worth of hooks and
eyes. .

Senator WAksox. They can not bumy' that is all.
Senator Tno.As. nBut they can sl; whatever they can produce

they can sell. They can sell' on a gold basis here, and the exchange
will reimburse them there. That is one of the serious situations that
confront this country.

Mr. SOVATIct. Here is a letter, dated November 12, from a concern
in Germany. This was received by us on December 8. It announces
an advance of 850 per cent. You see, as the mark goes down tp goes
their price. And it is going to work the reverse way; when the mark
goes up the price is gbing to fall. They have to have a certain profit
over and above their costs. When I mentioned the German pre-war
prices I took it for granted that those prices netted them a profit-.
that their cost of production was lower than their selling price to
us-because they had been in the business for about 40 years and
they would not have continued, particularly when they had no com.
pedtion in this country, to sell goods below cost.

Senator T1no3ls. Are these letters which you are reading from
letters issued by German houses to their domestic trade or to the
foreign trade?

Mr. SOVATKIN. You see1 the firm of which I am a member, has
been manufacturing surgical instruments since 1892, but we also
imported German-made surgical instruments, and our business in
the imported line grew all the time, while our manufacturing busi-
ness went down. It took a sudden drop when the new tariff act of
October, 1913, put the tariff down to 20 per cent. Then the head
of our firm went to Garmany to arrange to make those goods in
Germany. Those were particularly the soft metal lines, which had
never before been imported from Germany. For the first time in the
history of this country the largest manufacturer of soft metal goods
in Germany opened a sales agency in New York early in 1914.

Senator THOMtAS. Can you f urnish the committee with a statement
of your sales of manufactured goods from 1913, yearly, to the present
time?

Mr. SovATHiN. Yes, sir. I could not give you that to-day,
Senator THOMAS. I understand that.
Mr. SOVATKIx. This letter that I just mentioned speaks of a list of

instruments which they say can be delivered immediately-" in the
wink of an eye," the German expression is.

Senator WaTsoN. Senator Thomas asked you a moment ago if that
was a letter sent out by that concern to their domestic trade or to
customers in the United States?
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Mr. Sov&TicN. That Is addressed to our firm here.
Senator THOW[As. The prices they quote are for such articles as

you may want to buyI
Mr. SOVATRIN. Yes; such articles as we bought from them prior to

1014. A great many of them are articles which we are now manu-
facturing in this country and are not interested in importing if we
may be permitted to continue manufacturing here. Bu'that is up to
you gentlemen.

Senator FRtELINGUYSEN. How does the German steel compare
with the steel used in American manufacture to-day? Are the in-
struments just as good?

Mr. SOVATKIN. We are using in America the same grade of steel
for the making of these instruments as they use In Germany. The
steel varies from 45-point to 110-point carbon. Cutting instruments
would have to have steel running between 95 and 110-point carbon.
A blunt instrument would require anywhere from 45 to 70 point
carbon.

I am going to give you the costs on a few of these instruments
which are used throughout the country, staple instruments used all
the time, which were -formerly made in Germany and are now being
made here. They are still being made in Germany and also in Japan.

Here is one called Gluck's rib shear. Every surgeon knows what
that is. It is used for resection of a rib in case of empyema of the
pleural cavity. The German prewar price on this was 27 marks per
dozen. Figuring the mark at about 24 cents plus 20 per cent duty
packing, and transportation charges, made the cost of that, laid
down in this country, $9.45 per dozen.

As to the present German price, I take that same 27 marks and add
to that 850 per cent, which is the rate quoted in this letter. Then
figuring the mark as of its value on the day when he mailed that
letter, November 12, which was 4 cents, and adding 60 per cent ditty
and packing and transportation charges, the cost of that in the
United States to-day is $18.05. But remember that is 60 per cent
duty, not.20 per cent, as it was in the prewar days.

The price of that same article in Japan is 21 yen per dozen.
Senator WATSON. How much is that ?
Mr. SOVATCIN. A yen is about 50 cents, and that has not depreci.

ated any. It has increased; I think it is about 54 cents now. Adding
00 er cent duty to that, and transportation and packing charges, it
makes, $18.48 per dozen.

Here is the American cost on that: Steel, $2.24 per dozen; forging
and trimming, $1.44; milling operations, 24 cents; bench work, filing,
and fitting-that is hand labor-$7.80; finding and polishing, which
are the finishing operations and hand labor, $5.80 per dozen - htrden-
ing and tempering, 30 cents per dozen,- nickel plating, bifltng, qnd
assembling $2 10, making a total of $19.54 per dozen as tho present
cost of that article.

That is one article; do you want me to read these others in the same
iay?

Senator WATSON. Can you tell the average wage paid in your fac-
tory as compared with the average wage paid in either Germany or
Japan in the same line of activity ?

47/
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Mr. SOVATRiN. The wages in Germany In 1914 were from 20 to 80
marks jper- week. That was the average wage paid to the mechanics
in the industry.

Senator TnOMAS. What are they now?
Mr. SOVATKIN. I do not know; I have no way of knoiving.
In Japan in 1918 they were paid anywhere from 60 son, whi6h is

80 cents, to 2 yen, which is aboua dollar In our money, per day.
The wages of our American mechanics employed in this industry

to-day range from 60 cents to $1 per hour working 48 hours a week.
Senator THOMAS. Then our rate is about 500 per cent, on the aver.

age, higher than the average in Japan
Mr. OVATCKIN. Yes; of course; but our workmen, we must admit,

are a little more efficient than the Japanese, and they work shorter
hours

Senator THoMAs. Precisely.
Mr. SovATRIN. There is no question about that. I would not stand

before you gentlemen and tell you our workmen are not more ef-
ficient. They are, and they are'capable of turning out any kind of
surgical instrument that was ever made in any p art of the world.

Senator THoMIAS. 1 do not know anything about Japanese labor,
but I know that one American miner is worth five or six Mexican
miners.

Mr. SOVATRtN. I do not know anything about Mexican labor.
Senator ThioMAS. Of course, I know nothing about the efficiency of

the Japanese labor.
Mr. SOVATRIN. I do know something about the efficiency of the

Japanese, because the head of our firm was in Japan last year and
studied those very things, to find out whether it was going to pay us
to expand in the industry and invest our money in it.

Senator THOMAs. That is what I would like to hear you on.
Mr. SOVATKIN. I have a report here on labor conditions in Japan.

I can put it in the record if you would like, but it covers practically:
what I have said about their wages.

Senator WATSON. Put it in the record.
(The report referred to is here printed in full, as follows:)
There are no Ameri'an niunufacturers of surgical Instruments in Japan

and very little foreign capital invested there in any manufacturing enter.
prices. however, there Is a marked reduction in the former vety strong an-
tagonisin of the Joplitese people agailnt concerns with either all foreign or
miiixcd native and foreign capital estabillshilp; themselves there In the manufac-
turing business, particularly If the indiu?'ry Is new and promises, a large'
Increase In exports, but there Is a long roigh road yet to travel before foreigners
can establish a business in Japan and enjoy anything like equal privileges
with the native concerns.

The surgical-lnstrmnent business In Japan, up to about two years ago, was
very small, either for domestic use or export, and the exports wre principally
to China, with a very limited amount to India, therefore, the number of man-
ufacturers and skilled workers In the line was very small. They were all.
very quick to realli- the advantage which the 'opportunity presented, and
most of the managers and foremen, as well as many of the skilled workmen,
set themselves tip ts manufacturers with a few simple'tools, such as an anvil
and hammers, a few flies, a ehnrcoal furnace, some of which used an ordlnsty'
hand fan for power blast, Installed In their homes, blossomed forth. Into very
primitive manufacturers of surgical instruments. This sudden expansion of
business made necessary the employment of large numbers of unskilled workers
who knew absolutely nothing about the business; what Instruments they were,
trying'to make, for what purpose the.,* were to be used, what Imperfections of
shape and finish to avoid, nor did they know how to properly temper them.
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The result has been an enormous amount of trouble and loss fOr everyone con.
uected with the business of handling their product. Rejection, due to im.
perfections, have until recently ranged from 50 per cent to 80 per cent, Now,
some of the more enterprising have enlarged their plants, or built new ones
Installed drop forges, electric power for drilling, grinding, polishing, etc and
with gas ovens for tempering, have made the beginning for turning out faitly
good Instruments. Their product has been greatly improved In quality, but
there Is much to be desired before It will be equal to the American.mado
article. lhe rejections aro now only about 10 per cent to 20 per cent. Given
a little time, the Japanese will produce instruments of the common type that
will he in every way satisfactory.

It is Impossible to ascertain accurately how many workers are engaged In
the business, but the estimates of those who should know are from 2,000 to
8,000, including women and boys. The wage for women range from 80 sen
to 50 sen por day. Skilled workmen 2 yen to 8 yen per day, and the boy ap-
prentices usually receive two kimonos and caps, two pair of clbgs, and insome Instances, their board together with a few yen per year for pocket
money,

In the larger shops they work 10 hours per' day, 7 days per week. The let
and 13th of each month are holidays, which with other holidays leaves about
820 working days per year. The workers In the small home shops with from
1 to 4 employees work from 10 to 14 hours per day. iOnly the forging, filing,
and tempering are done In mnost of the shops. The nickeling, polishing and fin.
Fishing are done In special plants engaged in that business. From the latter
the product Is returned to the various makers, who deliver the goods to the
original purchaser unless offered a higher price by another dealer, in which
case the higher offer Is usually accepted, and the original purchaser must wait
until another lot of goods can be made up for his order.

Tie largest shop visited employed 18 workmen, but the proprietor had large
contracts, and after drop forging the instruments, would sublet the rough finish.
lag to shops equipped to do that kind of work only. . '

Tito high cost of living and scarcity of labor problem line Invaded Japan as
well as the rest of the world. The working classes have demanded and re-
ceived by comparison tremendous wage Increases, particularly those of the
mechanilc and tinker class. Four years ago a good general tinker received 60
sen per day. Now lie receives yen 3.00 per day, or 000 per cent Increase, and
they are very scarce at that price.

The machinery used In most of the factories and machine shops, especially
the smaller ones, Is very crude and man power Is used wherever possible. Even
in the larger and better equipped shops, where man power Is not used, electric-
ity which is very plentiful Is generally installed. Hand filing Is the substi-
tute for emery wheels, as the wheels have to be imported they are, therefore,
very expensive, and just now very scarce In Japan.

The percentage of rejections previously referred to does not Include those
made by the maker before delivering the goods to-the buyer, but only toth6
rejections on inspection by time exporter. Practically everything manufactured
In Japan for export must be very carefully inspected before shipping. This
arises from the fact that the greater part of the goods exported are not In
general use by time Japanese, and as their scheme of life runs along such radi-
cally differentt lines, they can not be expected to produce goods equal in quality
and flnish to the American article, but given the time, equipped with the
imachinery, and the right kind of raw material they will overcome that defect.

A. E, SoumEs.
Mr. SovATRiK . Here is a Banes-Rougeur forceps, used for cutting

off bone. That is used in lots of operations. The prewar German
price on that is 30 miuarks per dozen plus 20 per cent duty, packing,
and transportation charges, makes the price f. o. b. New York $12.60
per dozen.
. The present German price; that is, adding this 850 per cent which
they are quoting us-figuring the mark at its value on November 12,
which was 4 cents, plus 60 per cent duty, transportation and packing
is $24.60 per dozen.

15439--20---4
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. The price in Japan is 27 yen per dozen, plus 60 per cent duty,
transportation and packing charges, making that $18.82 per dozen
f. o. b. Now York.

The American cost is as follows: Steel, $1.85; forging and trim-
ming operations s 1.44a bench work, filing, and fit In which is
han labor, $10.8h; hardening and tempering, 48 cents; grIndin£ and

olisling, fishing operations, hand labor, $0.D0 nickel plating,
buffing, and assembling, $2.29; making a total of $28.81 per dozen.

Now after going over these figures-this 850 per cent proposition
added lo the prewar price, adding the 60 per cent duty as against the
20 per cent duty in prewar times or existing to-day for that matter,
I find that the present price f. o. L. New York on the German article
woild be just about double what it was in 1914. It is just a matter
of arithmetic.

So for these other instruments I am going to mention I will take
the prewar German price in .marks, figure its cost f. o. b. New York,
with 20 per cent duty, and just double that to give you the present
price with the 850 per cent added to it and the 60 per cent duty
added.

Here is an instrument known as the Goodell uterine dilator, an
instrument very largely used throughout the country in gynecological
operations. Tie prewar German price on that was 57 marks per
dozen. The present price on that would figure $85.90. The other
price figured down to dollars would be $19.95, and the present price
is $89.90, whih.h is just about double. The American cost of labor
alone in that article is 188 a dozen.
. Another instrument is the Mayo's abdominal retractor, an instru-
ment to separate the walls of the abdomen and hold them apart while
the surgeon is operating on the inside. On that retractor the Ger-
man prewar price was 08 marks a dozen, laid down f. o. b. New York,
which is about $23.80. The price to-day, with the 60 per cent duty
would be about $47.60. The American cost of production of this in-
strument is $42 a dozen.

Another thing is the Jansen Middleton septum punch. That in-
strument is used to cut away the nasal septum. Here is the way the
instrument has to work. [Illustrating.] It must be a very well-
made instrument in order to operate efficiently. The German prewar
price on that was 129 marks, costing laid down here $46.16 . The
present price, figured on the same basis as I have figured the other
costs, would be $90.80. The American cost of production of that is
$85 a dozen.I I want to say to you gentlemen that there are 47 cases of German
surgical instruments already landed and distributed throughout the
country. I have information of a shipment of over 100 cases on the
way here; in fact, they are probably in the New York Customhouse
now.

Senator WATsON. How many instruments are there in a case?
Mr. SovArxiN. You could very well pack into a normal sized case

$2,000 worth of surgical instruments. Take a little roll like this.
That roll right there cofitains probably $200 worth of surgical instru.
ments, so you can see how many you could pack into one case.

Senator WATsON. How many establishments in the United States
are now making these surgical instruments?
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Mr. SOVATIcN.' I figured up the other day that there were about
05 concerns in the United States making these instruments.

Senator WATsoN. And making them efflcientlyI
Mr. SovATRIN. Well, I cannot answer for all of them, Senator.

The firms I am acquainted with in the East, who have pent, ldtwof
money during this war to make nistrunents for the Government,
are making t iem very efficiently. That is, they are employing every
kind of modern machinery that can possibly be used in prolucing
these goods.

Senator THOMAS. Is that their exclusive business, or are they en-
gaged in other kinds of business?

Mr. SOVATKIN. There is the firm of George P. Pihing & Sons Co.,
who are exclusively a surgical instrument manufacturing concern,

Senator WATS oN. Where are they located?
Mr. SoVATHIN. In Philadelphia. The E. Schmidt Co., of Indian-

apolis, Ind., makes some of the finest surgical instruments in the
world.

Senator TuosmAs. You have mentioned two. What proportion of
those engaged in the business are exclusively engaged in the manu-
facture of surgical instruments?

Mr. SovATICN. I should say that there are probably 50 concerns in
the United States engaged exclusively in the manufacture of surgi-
cal instruments.

Senator THOMAs. Fifty out 95f
Mr. SovATxIN. Yes ; about half of them.
Senator THOMAS. Are you exporting any of those goods?
Mr. SOVATICIN. No, sir.
Senator Tiuo3AS. Have you no export trade at all?
Mr. SovATRim. None, except that we ship some goods to Canada,

andosome to Cuba and the Phiippines, if you call that exporting.
We can not ship much into Canada, because they are importing .duty
free from England, and always did from Germany, so our business
there can not be very much.
As to these goods that' are on their way from Germany-there are

large quantities of them, I know. We have some shipments on the
way to us from Germany, which were ordered in 1014. There is no
question of their being able to manufacture over there, because here
is a list of goods right here that they are ready to deliver.

We have one very prominent importer of German-made surgical
instruments whose agents are traveling around the country right
now. I have a letter here-I do not care to have it go in the record,
because it is written to me in confidence, but I would like to have
you read that, Senator.

Senator WATsoN. You mean they are trading with us right now I
Mr. SOVATKIN. Yes. They did fiot have to wait for the treaty of

peace to be signed to come over here; they have always been here.
One of the most active German propagandists in this country, men-
tioned by Mr. Palmer in his report to Congress, is the head of the
greatest, surgical instrument house in the world, and 'they are
located in New York City. Mr. Palmer's report will tell you who
he is; I do not have to mention his name.

So our industry was pretty well tied up with the German propa-
panda system. Our graduating medical students got to believe that
if you wanted to know anything about surgery or surgical instru-
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monts you had to go. to Germany and take a postgraduate course.
Whys, the greatest surgeon's in the world are right up here In Itoehes.
ter? Minn.-the Drs. Mwayos, recognized all over the world. And we
*tre making instrument .that are very satisfactory.

Senator WATSON, The'e were no instruments of that kind that
came Into this country during'the wart

Mr. SOVATIM;. Not bnly that, but we manufactured thousands of
patterns that were never made here before.

Senator WAVTSOX. You had no competition during the war, of

+Ar. SovArTc. We. had no competition, because the English Navy
shut off Germany.

Senator' WATaoN. -understand that, but were there any indirect
importations? Did the:Roods go around through Canada or Mexico
or anywhere else?
* Mr. SOVATKIN. German goods? I do not know, sir.

Senator WATSON. Did any of them come from Japan during the
wfar ?

Mr. SOVATKIN. Yes, sir; lots of them, and they are coming in here
now from Japan-big quantities of them. And they say over there
that if the price they are quoting is too high to cut out the American
manufacture they will quote then a little lower.

As far as the Germans are concerned, their agents are traveling
around the country offering to make prompt deliveries of surgical
instruments from Germany. This one letter here tells of the agent
of one of the German importers offering delivery within three
months at 20 per cent below the American price. He does not quote
a price; he just says "20 per cent below the American price." If we
cut our price in half he will go below that 20 per cent, I suppose,
because they want to see this instrument industry destroyed in 4his
country.

Senator WATSON. That is the dumping proposition?
SMr.SOVATKIN,,. Not only the dumping proposition; but it is a
latter of national defense, sir.

Senator WATSON. I am talking about their policy being the dump-
fnj olicy-dunping goods in here to put you out of business?

fr. SOVATKIN. If you want to call that' dunping; yes, sir. It is
a matter of putting us out of business; that is what it means.

Senator T1IoMAs. Do you manufacture dental instruments?
Mr. SOVATHIN. We manufacture some dental instruments; we are

not recognized as large dental instrument manufacturers.
Senator Tmo-rMe. The S. S. White Co. is an old established insti-

tution of that sort?
Mr. SOvATICIN. The S. S. White Co. is recognized as one of the

WJdest and best established houses in the country. I can not answer
for them.

Mr. PILLIN-o. They ure very large manufacturers of teeth.
Mr. SOVATNIN. Are there any questions you genviemen would like

fo ask me on this?
Senator WATSON. I do not care to ask you anything further.
Mr. Sov.%ptiu. Ihaje beei in this business, 1 might say for your in-

formation, for 18 yedr.i It is the only business Iknow.% Senator WATSON. How could you manufacture and maintain. your.
business before the wia'rin competition with the Germans?
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Mr. SOVATKUM. I will explain that. First of all, we confined our-
selves mainly to the malting of what are 'called soft-metal instiru?
meats; that is, instruments iiiade of brass, German or liberty silver
sterling silver, aluminum, bronze etc., 'and zi'tthoso goods prior to
the tariff act of October, 1918, we had no competition from Germany;
That kept us alive.

Besides that, you perhaps understand how these instruments are
invented and why there are so many different patterns. Every sur-
geon has a, different idem of the teeinique of an operation. He may
be working with a certain kind of haemostat, and he finds that if it
were a quarter of an inch longer or had a different curve he could do
a better operation. So he will go to an instrument maker and have
one made according to his ideas.

Senator THoB3AS. Did I understand you to say Just now that there
were no importations of German surgical instruments prior to 1913?

Mr. SOVATKIN. There were very few importations prior to 1913 of
soft-metal surgical instruments, but 80 per cent of the instrunient4
used in this country prior to 1914 came from Germany. That you
will find in this book, America's Munitions, published by the War

-Deptrtment.
Senator THOTAAs. How many of these 95 companies that you have

mentioned were organized since the declaration of war by Germany
against France in August, 1914?

11. SOVATKIN. I could not tell you the exact number; quite a few,
however.

Senator THOmAs. The majority of them?
Mr. SovATIxN. No; I think th4 majority of their | have been in busi-

ness in this country right along, but perhaps confining themselves
to other lines. During the war the need for surgical instruments was
so urgent that the medical department called on about 300 wanufac-
turers of jewelry and hardware. Disston & Co.. of Philadelphia,
were making bone gotugers and chisels, as that was in a wa- allied
to their regular line. Gorhan & Co., of New York, were making sur-
gical instruments. and so were Tiffany, Webster, and others.

Mr. PLLXNo. The Singer Sewingx Machine Co.
Mr. SOVATIuN. The Singer Sewing Machine Co. were making sin'-

geons' needles for the first time in'this country. The only needle.
we had were imported from England, and they could produce enough
there to sUp')ply their own army, and they only allowed us to import
just a few, So we got the Singer Sewi jg Machine Co. to make sut.
geons' needles.

We got a large jewelry manufacturing company of Providence.
R. I., to make surgeons' needles, and they expected to stay in the
business, but as soon as this German competition started to come" in
here they just sold out at public auction in Providence.

Senator Tio.,ms. Do you mean they have gone out of business?
Mr. SOVATKIN. They have gone out of business; yes, sir.
Senator T"HOMAS. 'they have wound up their business completely?
Mr. SOV ATIC-x. The surgical-instrument end of their business; yes,

sir. They are one of the largest manufacturers of jewelry in "the
country, and they equipped a whole plant for making surgical in:
struments, built up an organization, and spent thousands of dolhrs
for machinery which could not be converted to other uses. They
just sold them for scrap.
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Senator FRELJNaOiUrsin. Have you furnished the committee with
a list of industries in this country manufacturing surgical instru-
ments?

Mr. SovATniN. A list of the namesI I could do that, sir; I have
them.

Senator FnELIsOHUYSEN. And also the amount of the product
turned out by them ?

Mr. SovATzx. No; I have not given those figures. I have not
compiled them. .
S senator lIRELINOUUYSEN. What does the industry amount to in the

United State? What is the value of surgical instruments sold every
year to the public in America?

Mr. SOVATICIN. it is pretty hard for us to get those figures, because
you see prior to 1914 80 per cent of the instruments were imported
from Germany, and instruments at that time, according to our tariff
schedules, did not have a separate classification, so we have no rec-
ords. They were covered by that basket clause in the steel schedule.

The industry in this country was naturally small. During this
war we developed along the line of instruments required by the Gov-
ernment. We are not making all the patterns of instruments that the
surgeons demand of us. We do not know whether we ought to go
into it or not; it depends on you gentlemen whether we do it or not.
But we can within a very short time, with our present organizations
and our "know how," and our will to make the stuff, make every-
thing that is needed in this country in the way of surgical instru-
ments.

Senator WATSON. Are these Japanese instruments made of the
same material?
Mr. SOVATRiN. Yes, sir.
Senator WATsoN. The same as these American instruments?
Mr. SOVATKIN. They have to import that steel, perhaps, from Eng-

land or the United States.
Senator WATSON. Who is the next witness?
Mr. FISHER. Mr. Coors.

STATEMENT OF MR. H. F. COORS, OF THE HEROLD CHINA & POT-
TERY CO., GOLDEN, COLO.

Senator WATsoN. Have you anything to say in addition to what
you gave before the House committee? It is not necessary to repeat
what you covered there.

Mr. Coons. There is one letter here that I would like to read.
Senator WATSON. What establishment are you connected with?
Mr. Coons. The Herold China & Pottery Co., of Golden, Col.,

manufacturers of chemical porcelain. This porcelain is essential in
the laboratory control of industry. I would like to give a little of
the previous history of the development of this in-ustry in this
country.

Previous to August, 1914, chemical porcelain was imported almost
exclusively from Germany and Auctria. The Konligiche Porzellan-
Manufaktur, which was founded in 1750, purchased by the Emperor
of Germany in 1705, and owned by the former Emperor of Germany,
William I, had practically a monopoly of the American market.
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To-day chemical and scientific porcelain is produced by the HeroldChina & Pottery Co. of Golden, Colo.-this company is engaged
solely in the manufacture of chemical porcelain-the Ohio Pottery
Co. of Zanesville, Ohio, and the Guernsey Earthenware Co., of Cam.
bridge, Ohio.

A detailed history of the development of the Herold China &
Pottery Co., with which I am associated, will probably not be of in-
terest in this place, but is; however, in brief, as follows:

At Golden, Colo 12 miles west of Denver, there was, until Decem-
ber 81, 1914, one o? the largest breweries in the State, known as the
A. Coors B. & M. Co. Tfie buildings and equipment are still in
existence, but prohibition put an end to the operation of this plant.
Located in the same town at that time was a small pottery which
had been fostered by the above company and which had failed.

The closing of the brewery on December 81, 1914, brought with it
a realization that some new venture on the part of the brewing com-
pany was necessary. Therefore, on January 8 1015, the pottery
works were reopened. The plant was small, with a handful of em-
ployees who had had scant experience in the making of pottery. The
management and other executive heads had but little knowledge of
the ceramics. In August 1914, the manufacture of chemical por-
celain was undertaken, anA for the first time in the United States an
industry producing chemical porcelain commercially was launched
an industry producing a. cominodity which requires a s ecialized
knowledge and technique in the various stages of its manufacture.

In 1914, 144 pieces of chemical porcelain were shipped; in 1918,
1,347,28 piccs. When the armistice was signed, every need, I be-
lieve, of the American chemist as it relates to chemical porcelain could
be supplied by American porcelain manufacturers. In our own
plant, after five years of effort and manufacture, we were able to
produce 300 different shapes and sizes every piece of which is, accord-
ing to the testimony of many well-known chemists with whom I
have talked the equal of the Royal Berlin porcelain, which was the
set standard in the United States prior to August, 1914.

(At this point the hearing was suspended for 10 minutes to permit
members of the subcommittee to respond to a call of the Senote.)

Mr. Coons. Here is where we stand out there. In 1914 the State
went dry, and we started this porcelain business. We .were the first
people to manufacture chemical porcelain commercially in this
country. As you well know, Colorado is not primarily a manufac-
turing State; we are limited in our manufactures out there. Unless
we get this protection measure we are (lone.

Senator WATSON. Tell us why, just quickly. Why is that sot
Mr. Coons. The average wage paid to porcelain makers is $4 a

day. In 1916 the potters in Japan received 84 cents a day for an
llj-hour dqy.

Senator CUnTiS. What does the higher-grade laborer get there?
Mr. Coons. The chemical porcelain industry is the highest-grade

industry there is.
Senator CunTis. My recollection is that when I was over there

their highest wage in the pottery industry was 80 cents a day. I
went through three of those factories and made some inquiry. The
lowest they paid was to children, about 5 cents a day in our money.
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Mr. Coons. I have taken my figures from an official Japanese pub-
lication, Eighteenth Financal and Economic Annual, of Japan,
1918. The Department of Finance, Tokyo. Printed by the Govern-
ment Printing Office. Since then I have been told the wages have
gone up 40 per cent. Of course 40 per cent added to their former
wages does not mean much.

Here is another thing that has been brought out in this testimony.
Japanese porcelain can be shipped from Japan to the Atlantic sea.
board cheaper than we can ship from Colorado to the Atlantic
seaboard. '

Mr. PIL JN. Will you please say that again?
Mr. Coons. Japanese porcelain can be shipped to the Atlantic sea-

board cheaper than we can ship it from Colorado to the Atlantic
seaboard.

Mr. PYLirN. You mean they can ship it cheaper from San Fran-
cisco to New York than you can ship from Colorado to Now York?

Mr. Coons. Yes.
Senator TMoMAs. That is nothing new; that is not peculiar to this

stuff.
Senator WATsoN. That is on account of the long and short haul.
Mr. Coons. Those are the newv rates, in effect May 29, 1919.
Senator Tho.As. There is a down grade from Denver to Gal-

veston, and yet it costs more to ship anything from Denver to Gal-
veston than it does to haul things up grade from Galveston to
Denver. We have been laboring under that sort of situation ever
since I have lived in Colorado. and I went there in 1871.

Senator WATsoN. We are helping that situation in our railroad
bill, Senator. We are giving you some relief.

Senator THomAS. I hope so. It is impossible for the conditions
there to be worse.

Mr. Coons. Here is one letter that I would like to read:
TIm MINT OF TIE UNITED STATES AT DENVEFR,

r. 'FUT AND IEFINERI' D EIARTIENT.
,Januiaryi 23, 1919.

Ron. Tio M.As ANNEAI,
supcrittendenit United Ptates 'hfilt, Dcnver.

Sin: Prior to the year 1014 all porous clay cells used ln,ottr refinery, and
as well all porcelain ware and erthenware tanks, were Imported from Ger-
many. In that year. owing to n very great deterioration i) quality, a large
Increase in price. and our deiire to get away from the necessilty of purchasing
German-made goods, we began experimenting with different substances in an
effort to produce something to tale the place of the German clay cells.

We succeeded ini devising at wood cell for temtpoarary pillposeq, but it wAs
not satisfactory for permanent us.

Contemporaneously with our experiments, and at our request, the Herold
China & Pottery Co., of Golen, Colo., began experinentntlon upon the maniu-
facture of porous clay cells, and after nany trials succeeded In producing
a cell of a quality superior' to any Germaon cell ever used. In itrellhflrilng oe
German cells we were limited to a .ttoek size. which was a little ton small
for our use. The Golden factory (Coors, United States of America) inake any
sie Ave desire, nnd we have used Its cells exclusively ever since.

In our laboratory w'e use the lerl Co.'s lCen) (cl porcelain ware nod find It
equal If not superior to the best royal lIerlIn wn2e.

The said company at tme present time Is experimenting wilh the manufacture
of large.size porcelain tanks for our gold.'reli work, These goods are Indis-
pensably necessary in the operations of our electrolytic refinery.
.espectfully submitted.

.T^SIP.S W. MLproa.r,8'uperit'hentdet .|lller ,& Reflner.0' Departmenlt.
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Senator WATSON. Was there any of this chemical porcelain made
in the United States before the war?

Mr. Coons. No, sir. Prior to August, 1914, there had been some
research work done here, but nothing made commercially.

Senator WATson. Of course, they were making lYJrcelain in the
United States for other purposes?

Mr. Coons. Yes; for dinner ware etc.
Senator WATSON. What is the difference between the two kinds?
Mr. Coons. This porcelain is known as a hard porcelain. It has

to be resistant to the action of acids and akalis and stand sudden
changes of temperature.

Senator WATSOn. And in that respect it is more difficult to make?
Mr. Coons. It is very much more difficult to make and much more

expensive.
Senator WATSON. Does it require a peculiar sort of raw material

to make this?
Mr. Coons. We have to have a peculiar sort of raw material; yes,

sir-highly refractory clays.
Senator WATSON. Is it it shale?
Mr. Coons. It is a combination of black silica or shale and kaolin.
Senator WATSON. You find that in large quantities in Colorado,

do you I
Mr. Coons. Yes, sir; it is found in Colorado in large quantities.
Senator WATSON. Row many of these institutions have sprung up

in this country ?
Mr. Coons. There are just three of us in this country.
Senator WATSON. Where are they?
Mr. Coons. Two in Ohio and one in Colorado.
Senator WIATsox. Do you know the capital invested and the labor

employed?
Mr. Coons. In our own plant we have a capital investment of about

$125,000. We employ about 80 people. Regarding the other fac-
tories, we manufacture, as I say, chemical porcelain exclusively; the
other two plants manufacture principally fireproof cooking utensils.

Senator WATsoX. Is there a demand for this product in the United
States?

Mir. Coons. There certainly is; yes, sir.
Senator WATSOX. Where Is that demand?
Mr. Coons. The demand is in the steel industry, the dye industry-

practically every industrial concern uses it in its research labora-
tories for laboratory control and also in the chemical laboratories
of universities and colleges. .

Senator WATsox. Do you know the quantity imported from Ger-
many and Japan say, in 1913?

ir. Coons. I do not believe there was any imported from Japan
previous to that time; they have gone into it since the war. Regard-
ing the amount imported from other countries, it has been estimated
tobe as much as $500,000. Mr. Fisher may have some information
on that.

Senator WATSON. Do you feel that if the American manufactur-
ers had this protection they could satisfy the American demand In a
short time?

Mr. Coons. Oh, yes; there is no doubt about that,
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(The witness submitted certain additional data, which are here
printed in full, as follows:)

COMPARISON POTTERS' WAOGS PER DAY, UNITED STATES AND .TAPAN.

Ohio Pottery Co., average, $4.
Guernsey Earthenware, men, $5.20; women, $1.80; average, $3.58,
Herold China & Pottery Co., metn, $4.15; women $1.47; average, $2.80.
Average daily wage paid In United Stntes, $3.48.
Average daily wage paid In Japan. $0.34.
Figures for Japan secured from "Eighteenth Financial and Economic Annual

of Japan, 1018. The Department of Finance, Tokyo. Printed by the Govern.
mert Printing Oflice."

Since 1010 Japanese wages are reported to have Increased 40 per cent.
The hours of work In Japan are 1 per day; In the United States 8 hours

per day, which, based on the abovo figures, means a ratio of 12 to 1 without
taking Into consieration the difference In the actual number of working hours.

EFFICIENCY OF JAPANESE LADOR AS COMPARED WITH AMERICAN.

See copy of letter marked "l1Exhibit A."

FIRST APPEARANCE OF .APANESE COMPETITION.

See copy of letter marked "Exhibit B."

TARIFF REVISION DOWNWARD.

The reduction of freight rates from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic seaboard
on foreign Imports acts as tariff revision downward. New rates effective May
29, 1919.
Carloads (per 100 pounds):

Old rates ------------------------------------------------------- $1.87
New rates ------------------------------------------- 1.50
Rate from Golden, Col --------------------------------- 1.055

Less tian clIr loads (per 100 pounds) :
Old rates ------------------------------------------- 2.70
Now rates ----------------------------------------------------- 2.00
Rate from Golden, Cole --------------------------------- 2. 48

Mr. Fordnoy, chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, in his speech
on the "taliroads" before the House, on Saturday, July 20, made special
reference to this discrimination and its effect on the chemical porcelain Industry
of this country.

ATTITUD OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

I wist to quote from an article by Thomas B. Freas, department of chemistry,
Columbia University, and W. L. Estabrook, department of chemistry, College
of the City of New York, on page 418 of the May 2, 1019, Issue of Science, new
series, Volume XLIX, No. 1270:

"Apparently there Is no great opposition to the law on the part of Institu-
tions that have been accustomed to duty-free importation, and naturally no
commercial firm that has made use of duty.paid materials before will oppose It.

"As a matter of fact, many American firns nmake materials that are equal,
If not superior, In nany ways to the I!uported goods. Coors porcelain, made
by tile Herold China & lottery Co., of G.oiden, Colo.; Pyrex glass of the Corning
Glass Co., of Corning, N. Y.; the Nonsol glass manufactured by Whlitall,
Tatum & Co., at MIlvllle, N. J.; tigespeclally fine physical control of the
Kimble Glass Co. at Vineland, N. V, and the production of fine special ap-
paratus by Ehmer & Amend, of New York City-all show what can be done in
this country in ill emergency. If these conditions continue to le fostered, we
may in time lead the world In t- pr, ductlon of scientific things. Certainly
interest In this subject Is growing,'nd a mnovelment is now eol foot to Interest
manufacturers, jobbers, and buyers in the possible publication of a journal
devoted to chemical apparatus."

In conclusion, I would like to suggest that the art, as applied to scientifle
apparatus, Is better than the article. The knowledge of how to produce is
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Infinitely more Important and valuable than the thing produced. The skill we
now possess-which can not ho taken away from us-will continue to exert
itself toward the production of chemical porcelain, provided you help to foster
our Interests,

If we wish to preserve the strength and impregnability of American produc-
tion, we must direct the growth within our own country of the wide and varied
catalog of our Industries nn(1 sciences. We must develop and train the
creative faculties of our own country Instead of those of foreign lands.

ExHnIT A.

MAY 10, 1019.
Mr. USIIUMAN F. COORs,

The licrold Chlia and Pottcry Co., Goldcn, Colo.
r)F:.% Sin: I in not surprised to learn by your letter of the 10th Instant that

the lerold China and Pottery Co. are finding it difficult, in fact practically im-
possible, to sell their proluet at a profit in this country, against similar goods
Imported into the United tites from Japan, and I have long hold the opinion
that this (Oovernment should recognize the Iedicament of the Aierlcan por-
celain manufacturers by establishing a suitlle protective tariff, as otherwise
the Industry, such as your company Is engaged In, is bound to perish.

With nhundanlt labor fit ipproxinintely one-tenth the cost o.f American laborand additional rismistance front thir (1overinwnt t lit favored oeean freight tariffs
for subsidized ,ptipnes steamiers, together withl if ilg market lin tile United
States for their goods, the poreltain Instry lIn Yapnn bits. beconto a 1411b.
stantlal one, and Is a most evident fact to even the casual traveler in that
country.

It Is commonly believed here that Japanese labor Is inefficlent, in other
words, that one Amnerican laborer is it fair equivalent of three Japanese labor-
ers, but after doing business. for ninny years tit the Orient I consider such a
coniparlson to lie emphatically erroneotis and that the difference Is practically
nothing. For InstaiCe,, several issoeites and myself are today profitably
operating two low-grade mines iln Japan, neither of which could lie operated In
this country because of the high cost of lahor here. and the explanation i that
miners there are costing the equivalent of 50 cents per day as against $4.50 to
$5 demanded In Colorado.

Tihe sane situation prevails Ili other ies of Indlstry nnd I should imagine
applies even more stringently to th ilnufaitetire of porcelain ware at which
the Tapanese are particularly adept. Consequently I can readily appreciate the
strenuous task that confronts your company.

If I can be of assistance lit any way kindly let me know.
Yours, faithfully,

H. E. CoL.nnAN.

E]11uIliT B.

SA.j FRANCISCo, CALIF., Dccinber 8, 19.10.
HEROLID CHINA AND POTrFRY CO.,

Golden, Colo.
:TLSIS:MI WO e coIe In contact with conNiderable coinpettlon on porcelain

ware, duty free importation.
We recently quoted oni a large quantity of porcelain thnt was to te supplied

to one of the universities and figured on supply'iig Coors ware. On making a
careful Investigation, as to why this order was t.ot placed with us, we ascer-
tained that the order hadil been placed with one of our competitors on the lbas!s
of supplying Japanese porcelain, (ity free.

Of course, in supplying this porcelain off the duty-free lls there is an Item
of 50 per cent dluty saved, and the figures we sumitted were entirely out of
line.

It appeals to us that possiblly you coldit Iimake us soie conces.qon Ol this,
where we know when enterlngior quotation, that it is necesary to quote
against duty-free competition.

Please let is have your views.
Yours, very truly,

llnAU.-KNCilT-IIFIM.S LN CO.
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STATEMENT OF MR. H. N. OTT, REPRESENTING THE SPENCER
LENS 00., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Mr. O. Gentlemen, my testimony will be very brief, I am simply
i 0)resenting the optical glass. As you all know, no optical'-glass
was made in this country prior to 1914.

Senator WATSON. None at all?
Mr. Oirr. None at all, excepting a little In an experimental way.

Macbeth-Evans had experimented with it, and exhibited & liUtle
of it at the World's Fair in Chicago, but they gave it up. They
spent about $30,000 on it and quit.

Senator WATSON. When you speak of optical glass, do you mean
the glass that goes into a pair of spectacles?

M1i. OiT. Ys; in a general way; optical glass is anything that
is used for optical purposes.

Senator WAmcso. For microscopes?
Mr. OTT. Microscopes, telescopes, photographic lenses, cystoscopes,

laryngoscopes, and allied instruments.
Senator VA 'iN. Do you mean that before the war we did not

make any of the glass that goes into spectacles?
Mr. OmP. It was all imported.
Senator TnoM-As. For microscopes too?
Mr. Oir. Yes, sir; for microscopes too. The American Optical

Co. imported from England. Bausch & Lomb imported from Ger-
many. Practically all the other firms imported from Germany and
France.

Senator THo,%As. My recollection is that the tariff commission's
report on optical glass mentions the old established manufactureof mnicroscoves as being an exception to the general rule. I gathered
the impression that they produced the glass for microscopes before
the war.

Mr. OTr. No; that is wrong, Senator. The fact is, the glass that
goes into microscopes is the most critical optical glass made, and
there was none made in this country before that time. I have been
in the microscope business for 20 years and I think I know what
has been going on.

The war caught us in a terrible dilemma. On the 16th of Sep-
tember, 1914, I sailed to England to pick up all the optical glass
I could of all kinds that we could possibly use.

Senator WATsoN. We remember how they sent out all over the
country for all the opera glasses and all that'sort of thing.

Mr. Orr. Yes: they could not get enough.
I came back from England, and I went to Macbeth-Evans, and

other firms, asking them to make optical glass, but in view of the
comparatively small amount used and the fact that there was no
protection on it, we got no response whatever. So we started in to
experiment by ourselves., We put up a little furnace and went at it.

Senator WA, TSOX. In what year was that?
Mr. Orr. In the summer of 1915. We could not get a man who

knew anything about it, and so we went at it without the man and
we 1m1de som ,lass. it it was not tusable. I myself worked at
nights stirring glass. but we failed.

We finally got hold of a 11an who knew som,.lhing ,Ibout it. and
Iy discarldi g all of this former investment it) tile exlvrimenlml fur-
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nace and puttin iUl) it building for tile purpose, going out into a
subm-b of Buffalo( where we cauld get natural gas, with the aid of
thiftBelgian who had succeeded somewhat, we succeeded in making
it little glass that we could use.

•Fihen the Bureau of Standards and the Geophysical Laboratort 'of
tl(0XCarnegie Institution came to our rescue and sent some scientist
to; eIp us out. After they came we succeeded in making optiaial
glass.which could lie used or all of our Instruments and which .as
Sorely needed, its you all know. for instruments (hiring that time, Md
we are continuing to make it. We have succeeded in making optical
glass its good if not better than we ever imported. We can make it
in the quantities that are needed, and there is no question about the.
quality or the quantity that we can make.

Senator WAT'rsox. Are you the. only person engaged in making it?
Mr. On'. No, sir. Tlie Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.. of Rochester,

N. Y., are also making optical glass. The Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co. were induced by tile Eaitnian Kodak Co. to experiment in making
optical glass. and then the Government took hold of it and hlpei
them, and they nade high-grade optical glass for plotographic
lenses, teleseoi)es, etc.

Senator WATsoN. Do you mean that the glass used in photograplic
lenses was also imported?

Mr. Orr. Yes, sir; every bit of it was imported. The Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. have given up making this high-grade optical glass,
but uire coittinuimg the tmlting of spectacle leive glass. l'he Corn-
ing Glass Co. are making'v some spectacle lense glass, I underhand.

Senator W.'rso.. BrieflA, what is tile difference in the cost of pro-
duction? What is the differential between this country and other
countries? What is the difference in cost between whliat we are
)roducing and what they are producing of it similar kind in O'er-

many or tny other (omp,tig country?
Mr. O-,. I know nothing about costs in Germany or in France.

I can judi(ge from their quotations. In my test inmny before tile Ways
and Means Committee I testified that We hand been offered ol)tical
glass from England running from $1.50 to $3,50 per pound. del)end-
ing 11pon the kind of glass. In October of this year we (rot quota-
tions of $1 a pound in plhce of tit( $1.50 and of $41.60 in plruce of the
glass quoted at $2,00, six months ago. Our prices were then just
about in the, prol)ortion that 15 per cent would save us.

Senator WATSON. I notice that you ask for 45 per cent ad valorem.
On what do you base that?

Mr. OrT. Porty-hve per l cent then would just about have saved us.
Forty-five l)er cent now will ]just about save us. because these prices
that we got. front Enghid six months ago had at tinge of war prices
in them yet, and our costs were also along that line. 1)uring the last
six monihs we have reduced o' costs to just about the propol'tion
of tile reduced offerings.

Senator WATsoN. In what way have, you reduced your cost?
Mr. Orr. In the first place, by quantity production, and then we

have been able to save more glass and to break fewer pots. Every
time m e make a ipot of optical glass we (lest roy ai $50 pot.. Many tnte.
we destroy it $50 pot and get nothing for it. It breaks in the furnace
before wtv put alf the batch in it. and sometimes it breaks after we
have it filled with it $300 batch.
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Senator WATSON. Can any of that bo reclaimed?
Mr. Orr. No; none that leaks out into the furnace can be re-

claimed.
Senator WATSON. It is a total loss?
Mr. Orr. Yes, sir. Then, too, in this high-grade optical glass we

are pleased if we get 26 per cent of good glass out of a pot. The
pot is allowed to cool with the glass in it and as it cools it breaks up
more or less, and after it is cooled we have to break it still more.
The result is very rough irregular chunks, which are examined very
carefully for any sti'ia and any stones or bubbles that may happen to
be in it.

Then that glass that we have selected is brought up to a plastic
condition ancd molded into a rectangular slab. The edges of that
slab are polished, and it is carefully examined through these polished
edges for any imperfections. If we find no imperfections we then
break it ip into smaller pieces and mold it to the exact size and
shape of the blank frum which we wis.h to grind the lens.

In all those processes there is art element of loss.
Senator WATSON. It is a very complicated system of manufacture?
Mr. OTr. Yes, sir.
The glass on which I have been quoting prices per pound is quoted

in those slabs with the edges polished, as I told you.
Senator WATSON. What wages do you pay, Mr. Ott?
Mr. O'r. We pay on an average about 70 cents an hour for the

glass people. We have 60 people in our glass factory. Bausch &
Lomb and ourselves are the only people who are now making this
high-grade optical glass. The two of us are capable of supplying
the demand, because the demand is not great so far as quantity is
concerned under peaceful conditions.

Spectacle lens glass is made differently.
Senator WATSON. Are you making that?
Mr. O'r. No; not yet.
Senator WATSON. boes that still have to be imported from Ger-

many ?
Mr. O'r. No, sir; we can supply it. The Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Co. and the Corning Co. can supply all that is necessary in this
country.

Senator WATSoN. Are they doing so?
Mr. On'. No; I do not think so. I think the American Optical

Co. are still importing from England, but I am not sure.
Senator WATSON. Where did we get that glass during the war?
Mr. On'. Well, luckily, both Bausch & Lomb and the American

Optical Co. had a tremendous stock, and Bausch & Lomb soon got
to where they could make glass that would do for spectacles, but
would not do for the high-grade work, so they pulled through.

The spectacle lens glass is rolled out like plate glass, and pol-
ished, so they do not have the expense of the pot, breaking the pot
every time, and all that.

But the one reason why we ought to foster the spectacle lens glass
Lusines% from the public's standpoint aside from a business stand-
point, is the fact that there is a latent condition which can quickly
be converted into this high-grade optical glass for range flnde-s ana
telescopes and that sort of thing.

Senator WATSON. And for scientific purposes?
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Mr. On. Yes, sir.
Then, too, of course, no optical glass made in this country means

that we are absolutely dependent on some foreigners for our micro.
scopes and these instruments upon which our public health depends.
It means that we are dependent so far as our Army and Navy are
concerned. It means that we are dependent for our spectacles and
all that, and we can not afford to be dependent. FoRunately, we
have been remarkably successful; we have succeeded in two years
in developing glass that is equal to the European glass, on which
they have spent 20 years. To be sure, we had their foundation to
begin on..

There is no use protecting the optical glass if you do not protect
the instruments in which it goes, because the instruments are made
in this country. On the other hand, many of the optical instruments
are also necessary for or are a part of a lot of these scientific instru-
ments. For instance, the people who make these surgical instru-
.ments must have microscopes in their laboratories and other optical
instruments for testing their steel and all that.

Senator WATSON. So there is an interindependent relationI
Mr. OTr. Yes. I presume that is enough for the optical glass.
I want to say a word on this duty-free importation business. I

was a college professor before I got into this bu.iness. I see it
from both sides, and I want to make a plea for the duty-free clause
in this bill.

When I graduated at the university I thought that there was no
science in this country; that we did not have anything in this coun-
try, and that we had to go to Germany for it. I though we had to
go to Germany for our scientific instruments, and I even refused
to try to take an advanced degree in an American university because
I thought. I wanted to go to Germany for that. Now, just that in-
sidious propaganda has been going on in our college laboratories all
this time, and I tell you, gentlemen, it is time we were educating
our boys on American instruments and American ideas.

Furt-hermore, the Tariff Commission stated that from $500,000 to
$800,000 worth of apparatus was imported a year free of duty.
Well, let us take $700,000 for a fair average and let us take the high-
est per cent that is asked for in this bill-G60 per cent. It costs our
boys and girls $420,000. If there are 420,000 students going to col-
leges and high schools which are affected by this, it means a dollarr
apiece for American education. We can not afford to save a dollar
for each one of our boys to educate them on foreign propaganda.

Senator TiIOMAs. The Tariff Commission, if I remember rightly,
says that it costs a good deal more than that per scholar.

Senator WATsoN'. All of the 400,000, of course, would not take the
chemistry course.

Mr. Orr. That is the point, of course.
Mr. FisuIEn. We had evidence yesterday from the colleges them-

selves, stating actually what it was, and it was considerably less than
the Tariff Commission said.

Senator WATSON. I will say. Senator, we had quite a bit of testi-
mony yesterday from the colleges themselves.

Mr. FisitER. It was an average of about $2.40 a year, the average
per month being the price of a package of cigarettes or a nut sundae.
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Mr. OTr. We want to lead in those things, and the scientific instru-
ments are at the bottom of our commercial and social advancement,
strange as that may be seem to you.

Mr. FishER. We have one more witness-Dr. Herty.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES H. HERTY, EDITOR OF THE IOUR&
NAL OF INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY, NEW
YORK, N. Y.

Senator THOMAS. Doctor, you testified before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House?

Di.. HEnTY. I was going to say gentlemen, that my testimony was
given with all possible emphasis before the committee last June, and
I shall not try to cover that ground to-day at all. But there are one
or two new sie lights that have developed since that time.

Senator CURTIS. And you have been over to the other side, too,
since that. time?

Dr. HERpTy. Yes; and came back with intensified convictions.
I would like to point out in the firstplace where my interest in this

thing arose. I was president of the American Chemical Society at
the time we first began the effort to stir up the country about this
duty-free importation business and the necessity of having these in-
dustries in our own midst. I appointed the first committee of chem-
ists that went to work upon that subject. In that position I was in
close touch with men from every section of the country, both in the
industry and in the educational institutions.

The wo'rk I was doing in that line led to my present position. Since
that time I have been doing this. gentlemen--I have been trying,
through editorial utterances to stir up every citizen of this country
to what think sitiiation means, and to persuade our chemists, for in-
stance, to sto- the gap; in other words, to act as a protective measure
themselves, t i'ough voluntary patriotic action and by other steps.
for our American producers pending the final determination of this
question by Congress, in a firm belief that Congress would see that
these industries were protected as soon as they could get to it. I
am happy to say-and I think these gentlemen here in the room
will say, that the campaign that chemists have been carrying on has
brought forth results to a very large extent, that they have stood by
their home industries even at expense to themselves.

Now, we have had gatherings of our chemists, and you will find in
these House hearings the resolutions passed. I know of no vote
that ever went through the council of the American Chemical Society
with more deep feeling than this. Let me read that to you once
more:

IThe council flo expresses its opinion that duty-free importation of apparatus
and chemicals has peen a very effective form of foreign propaganda in creat-
ing in the minds of the youth of this country an Impression of the superiority
of such foreign-made material.

About this question of student expense, I read in the Congressional
Record the debate on this Bacharach bill in the House, and I was
extremely interested, as I had not seen those figures submitted by
the Tariff Commission of $13 and soine cents per student for expense.
I noticed particularly in reading Mr. Kitchin's speech that, he used
that figure very strongly.
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' Now, I happen to have been for 11 years prior to 1916 professor
of chemistry in the UT niversity of North Carolina, and all questions
of finances in the department went through hiy hands. I have not
the figures right at hand, because I have not hiad! time to get up any-
thing on this matter, but, I know that we had between 300- and 4o
students in our various chemistry courses, and I remember distinctly
that when our income front what the students paid in for breakage
rose to $600 we were amazed. So I should like, Mr. Chairman,
if it is not out of order, to telegraph to the head of the department
of chemistry of that same institution to-day, asking him What wits
the average cost per student last year. I noticed when Mr. Roberts
testified yesterday that lie did not have that university included in
his list.

Senator WATSON. Very well. Of course, there are many condi-
tions that enter into that laboratory cost.

Dr. HEaTY. Oh, yes. Bit $1.50 a nmn was a1 high figure for us
I know. If there had been a $13 figure down there, there would
have been a riot on the campus.

Here is a thought I want to leave with tile connmittee: I think
the best answer to the argument in favor of sIving the poor student
expense is, What effect has that embargo on apparatus brought about
by the war had on the attendance of students in our courses? I
knbw from reports that have coie in to me since I cane back that
the chemical laboratories are not only full and overflowing but they
are turning men away. The professrs at Columbia tell mue that. A
professor at Sylracuse Universit-y wrote tue last week that lie had 6"
men in his first-vear course in chemistiv. 'rie Mttssachsetts Insti-
tute of Technology is overflowing. It is tile S111tn1 way in Chicao.
They wrote tilfrom North Carolini that. they were overflowi1nig
thete. In other words. it. has not kept the students out of courses ill
chemistry; they are going into it much heavier than before.

Another thought that I want to leave is this: Even if vo leavn
this dltv-free importation clause in here, and even witl the low
valuation of tile mark at tie p, preset time-an( it is a remarkably low
value-I do not believe that, the Germans are going to put stuff ill
here dirt cheap. They can do it, of course. I do not know of any-
thing that was more. impressive to tile than when I paid itly hotel
bill at Coblenz.

Mr. Chairman, I had a very nice single room there-it had no
bath. Do you know what I paid in American coinage for that room.
with breakffast tile next morning, when the mark was 4 cents. I
paid 30 cents. The bill -wis 7 marks, and I got a room and break-
fast for 30 cents.

Senator Tuo1,.%s. I think you are perfectly right in your conclum-
sion that the Germans are not going to sacrifi'ce anything unless' they
are going to gain by it.

Dr. tltryTY. But they have a margin there on which tile. cal collO
in and put the price lown. just far enough to kill the btlsilless. It
is the same way in dves, gentlemen. I did not bring that point tip
the other day, 'but I wish I had put it in the record. I know well
enough from what I heard over there that they expect to do it.

Senator TiIOMAS. It is the rate of exchange that we have got to
look after.
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Dr. H.wrr. It is a very powerful factor.
Some people have said to me, "Why don't you let up on these

Germans and give them a chance to get their exchange reestablished,
and let the balance of trade work out some of these things?" My
point is this: I, as an American citizen, from my point of view, am
not willing to put into the hands of a man I have got to meet in in-
dustrial war a knife to cut my throat with. Let us give him food
and things of that kind, but ff he gets possession of scientific sup-
plies he has got control over our country, because these things are
the tools of the-trade.

We are talking about building up the dye industry and the chemi.
cal industry. If you gentlemen were building a house would you
oeploy carpenters and uy your brick and everything, and then say

to the'carpenters, "We iae some tools for you, but
we can not be sure"? Ie tools that chemists
have got to work w
. In this pampIl formation con-
cerning scienti at surprise
a quotation fr phlet came
into my h*ately wrote
to Dr. tenh Uiversity
of Wiscons sentimentof the men n answer

that I coul
In reply t or!t that

That is,tio
ws sent oil ndu'ltgtile sllltnner. tIn accord

with this state

There is ft e no doubt
that there are PIun at duty-free
importation. I joural. I
have no doubt t'ao duty-free
importation. But t ze is that the pur-
chasing agent takes a r the matter. He is not
necessarily a permanent offe e to make the best showing lie
6an. He is not the man that is training the minds and educating the
youth of this country. I would rather have the point of view ol the
professor who has got these boys.under him than that of the pur-
chasing agent, who is looking at it as a, cold-blooded business propo-
sition, thinking how he can stretch his appropriation to the limit
aind continue himself in office.

I am going to conclude with only one word. I was a teacher, and
even in 1916 knew some of these new products that were coming out,
but that experience was limited, because they were young then. But
I want to say this, on the testimony of men I have heard in every
branch of chemistry, both in the industr -1 field and the educational
field, that the. manufacturers of this country have made good. They.
have made that porcelain right there, equal, to anything that ever
came out of Berlin, according to the testimony of chemists from all
over this.country. This chemical glassware made in this country at
the-present time is just as good as ever came out of Germany. AU4
so it goes right through the list. You asked the question whether
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they would be able eventually to supply the American market. I
think they are able right now. Is not that true, Mr. Coors?

Mr. Coons. We certainly are.
Dr. HE.R'T. This is not a thing that has got to be developed; they

have already done it and they are doing it to-day. But they are
right between two grindstones- Japan on thq one side, with porcelain
ware-and I should not be surprised if they came in with glass-
ware, under the conditions which you have described-and on the
other hand, Germany, with over 50 per cent of their product on an
absolutely free-trade basis.

Senator CunTIs. Besides the freight rates?
Dr. Hvary. The freight rates from the west. I know, because I

went into that with Mr. Coors last year. A great part of his output
is used in the East, where there are so many more men in colleges.

Senator TiioMrAS. We ,have a peculiar freight situation there. We
make a lot of sugar there, and we can ship it into Omaha cheaper
than we can get it in Denver front the mills 10 miles away.

Dr. HmnTn. After all, these industries are small industries; the
capital invested is not great. But the importance of the product is
tremendous, and the greatest importance is the effect of foreign ma-
terial, right in front of a boy every day when he works, on his
spirit of self-reliance and American independence. One reason I ant
glad to testify here is that as a professor for 10 years in North Cario-
lina and 12 years in Georgia I was gulty of crippling that spirit. I
thought it ivas fine to get, our stuff from abroad. I am trying now
to make up for my shirking in the past in that respect, to make
every American boy feel proud and have the confidence that Ameri-
can can do these things, because they are the men we have got to look
to in the future to carry on this great work for our country.

Mr. FIsim:. Mr. airmanma, we came down here urith grips full
of data, but we are going to spare you that. We brought it for fear
there might be some opposition, but we take it you do not need it.
There has not been one voice of opposition raised in your hearings,
either in the House or in the Senate. If there had been we would
have been here longer. Every scientific paper in the United States
has come out advocating the passage of this bill. They have nen-
tioned Mr. Bachiarach's name in connection with it. Mr. Bacharach
told us in your presence yesterday that he has yet to receive his first
letter of protest against it. Thai is remarkable; he iniglht have had
two or three from the men who had not woke tip, but lie did not even
get them.

So that if these hearings are to be taken as evidence in the case we
certainly have not had any opposition at all, and we are agreeably
surprised, because we thought there never was a question raised in
the United States that somebody did not object to.

Dr. HERTY. May I add one further word in expression of the hope
that the Senate will act quickly as possible on tiis matter? In the
dye business, for instance, we" have a measure of control through
the War Trade Board and the license plan until Congress acts, b t
these gentlemen are exposed, and have been exposed to risk ever
since the embargo was lifted.

Senator THOM[AS. I want to say I have not yet been able to find
anything in this hearing or in tli House hearing that gives.me any
satisfactory knowledge regarding the difference in the cost of pro-
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duction. The testimony is very positive as the percentages, but so
far we have had-I speak for myself-no enlightment upon that
fundamental proposition. I am not a tariff man, I know it is im-
portant to take care of certain industries, but the Republican theory
of protection has always been, or at least has recently been, based
upon the proposition of the difference in cost of production here and
abroad. Now, you gentlemen have not given me any information
on that point.

Dr. I ERTY. Senator, have you looked over Mr. Coors's figures on
costs in the House hearings?

Senator TiiO.%Is. Yes; I have seen them.
Dr. HEVRTY. I went over that with him carefully last year.
Mr. ROBERTS. I placed on file yesterday some detailed factory

costs.
Senator THOMzAS. I will read that. I have not read all thie evidence.

I was not able to be here yesterday, because I am pretty busy on
another subcommittee. But I do not want you'gentlemen, after ivhat
this gentleman said, to go away with the" idea' that you have con-
vinced everybody on this committee because you have not.

Mr. Ro lRs.'If there is any question you would like to ask in
regard to costs I would like to answer it.
. Senator THoMAes. I (to not want to go away with the impression
that you have a unanimous committee. 0 course, I am in the min-
ority'and can not speak for the other members of the committee.

Senator WVATSON. What did you think of the statement on the
surgical instrument proposition'?

Senator TioM03AS. Oh, if that means anything it is that your 60
per cent as against Japan will not do you any good whatever.

Mr. SOVATIUN. It will do us good on some of the lines. We do not
want a duty that will kee1p out all surgical instruments.

Senator "T11o.lAs. That may be, but you have told us what ones
you want to keep out and what ones you do not.

Senator WAI'sox. He said lie could not give the present German
Wages, because he did not know what they were.

Mr. SovtTlu.x. I can give you the wages in Germany in 1914. I
have given you the pri( es in Gwermany in 1914 and the present prices.

Senator i'Io0MAS. That was five years ago.
Mr. SoVTKI-x. I have given you the prices to-day. I have the

quotations as recently as November 12.
Senator TuO.M0AS. My impression is that what these industries all

need is a rigid system of license, until we can get the information that
we need before we legislate on such important matters. I am sat-
isfled that a really good, rigid license system-

Senator WATSON. There is no such thing as a good, rigid license
system.

Senator TrOaMAS. We can get it.
Mr. SOVATHIN. By the time you get that through our industry will

be as dead as a doornail.
Senator TioMAS. And by the time you get this through it may be

dead.
Mr. SOVATIUN. If we do not get this through shortly we will be

dead,, we will be out of business.
Senator THO'MAS. You understand, in the Senate we can not get

anywhere without unanimous consent. I have been trying to get a
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decent cloture ever since I have been here, but have not succeeded.
As a consequence, those that expect immediate action by the Senate
on any matter that is urgent are very likely to be disappointed.

Mr. Coons. This question of costs was brought up before the Ways
and Mea s Committee. I went to the Tariff Commission and said,
"What is the cost in Japan?" They are supposed to have this in-
formation; I was led to understand that. I asked them the cost per
unit of making chemical porcelain in Japan. They said they did
not know. Where are we going to get that information?

Senator "lIIHOMAs. But you do know that it is more than 60 per cent.
I do not think that 60 per cent will be of any benefit whatever as
against Japan.

Mr. JoHN DouGr.Ass (of the Fred Haslain Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.).
Me'. Chairman, may I answer a question that wias asked Mr. Sovat-
kin? You asked how the industry lived before the war. He was
speaking of surgical instruments. The nucleus of this industry livedl
in Brooklyn, N. Y.-most of it-and it was fostered by the United
States Naviy, because they said that they would have American goods
only, and they were our customers. That maintained the nucleus of
the industry.'

Senator Tuo.MHAS. You still have that, have you not?
Mr. DOiGLASS. Yes; we still have that.
(Letters received from Dr. Herty and Mr. Eimer after hearings

closed are here printed in full, as follows:)
EiMER & AMEND,

THtD AVENUE, EIOItTEIENTll TO NINTEFNTIK STIFET19,
New York Cityp, December 19, 1919.

HON. JAMES E. WVTSON,
United SWtC8 Sellte, li'ashi-M1tou, D. C.

MY DP.ARt Snit: Inelosed 10h'nse find the original telegram sent to tile by
Prof. L. J. Stabler, head of chemistry departmtent, University of Southern
California. Also a signed copy of a letter which Prof. Edmund O'Neil, director
of chemical laboratories of the University of California sent to the Senators
of California. There Is nlso a copy of a letter herewith sent to Mr. J. A. Hart-
Iey, of the 11raun Corporation, of Los Angeles, Calif., which Is a report of thp
investigations made for himt by tie Itr'aiii-Kneiht IIlnlin Co., of San Pran-
Cisco.

The above are very valuable documents since they absolutely refute the
opinion expressed in the report submitted by the United States Tariff Conuis-
sion in their bulletin concerning scientific Instruments.

The University of California Is going to Investigate by what right it letter
was wrtten in the name of the department of chemistry, giving the views as
expressed on page 35 of the above-mentioned bulletin on scientific instruments.

If It is not too late, could the above information be Incorporated into the
records of the hearings?

Respectfully, WVAr.Tha It. Es3.mt:a,
Chairman ,lssocialion of ,Relectfle Apparatuts Malers

of United StMlCs of Amuciea.

I'O.legranh.l

Los ANCEF.S, CALW., December 12, 1919.
WALTER BEIMER,

205 Third Areie, New York:
I am convinced that the duty of loyal Americans is to support those key

inditstries which are absolutely essential to the future national welfare of this
country. As a measure of protection to these industries I am in favor of the
elimination of the duty-free privilege formerly extended to the universities.

PRov. TAIRD .T. STAnrLEr,
Head of ('hemistry, Departineut, Unirersilty of Southern Californa.
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DEC.MBER 8, 1919.
The BsAuN CORPORATION,

Lo8 Angeles, Calif.
(Attention Mr. 3. A. Hartley.)

GENTLEMEN: Dr. R. E. Swain, dean of the chemistry department at Stan-
ford University, has written the chairman -of tile Chemical Commission, to
two other eastern parties, and to the president of the Stanford University,
putting himself on record as unreservedly in favor of tie repeal of the law
permitting the free Importation of apparatus for educational Institutions.
He also assured me that he would write United States Senators Johnson and
Plielan, not later than last Saturday, urging the repeal.

I have hopes that President Wilbur, also of Stanford, will take steps to
put himself on record as favoring the repeal, and may haie the information
during the day.

Prof. Edmund O'Nell, dean of the chemistry department at the University
of California, wrote to the California Senators on Saturday, be.eechlm them
to use their best efforts to have the duty-free law repealed.

I have succeded in having the matter brought before a meeting of tile
board of regents of the University of Califortia. The repeal will be ad-
vocated by Mr. It. 0. Sproule, comptroller, Prof. O'Neil, and Dr. Musgrave.

The latter gentleman Is the biggest maul In the West and one of tile big
men of the United States il the medical school and hospital game. I think
you can feel assured that telegrams will go forward to our United Mtates
Senators from the board of regents and President lbarrows.

Is it possible for you to obtain for us, or loan is, another copy of that
booklet in which some of the faculty of different Institutions expressed tlhen-
selves as opposed to the repeal of the duty-free law? I have mislaid the-
copy sent us, and the "higher ups" of both institutions want to see It, that
they may learn who Is responsible for gIvlng out the Impression that foreign-
nadn apparatus was preferable.

Very truly, yours,
BRAUN-KNE0IIT HFIMANN CO.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

December 8, 1919.
My Dk:.%n Sit: T sai Informed that there is a movement on foot lit Congress.

to repeal tme present law permitting importation of scientific apparatus and
mnaterlals for use ill scientific institutions to be imported free of duty. I
think that the present law should be repealed. While it may be to tile Imme-
diate financial advantage of institutions of learning to import " duty free," in
the long run it would be detrinental.

During the period of the war, when ilportations practically ceased, Amer-
ican manufacturers took up tile making of scientific apparatus and chemicals
and have attained great success. It is now possible to obtain almost everything
used it chemical laboratories from American manufacturers. The quality of
these materials has been Improved, during this comparatively short period, so
that In many instances we are getting better materials than were formerly
imported.

It Is-of tile utmost Importance that this manufacturing be kept up, not only
il the Interest of the country as i whole, but for our Individual interests. It
is highly desiralble to be able to obtain apparatus and materials promptly.
Fornlerly it meant great delay in corresponding with European manufac-
turers.

The only advantage that the present law gives to scientific institutions is
that itn many cases we could obtain material cheaper, but even this advantage
Is disappearing. As American manufacturers improve their methods, the
prices come down. But even tile advantage of a somewhat greater economy Is
far outbalanced by the ability to obtain materials fi'oin American manufactur-
ers and the encouragement of establishing and developing enterprises of tills
character.

Our individual policy in the past fias been to purchase from the American
minanufaeturers whenever It Is possible, and now, when there Is an opportunity
of making this practice more general, I think there should be no hesitation In
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adopting it. It would be a pity and a wrong to destroy these Industries that
have begun to develop and promise to be Industries of relatively large magni-
tude. I am,

Very truly, EDMOND O'N 
"

L

Director Chemical Laboratories,
Unirersity of California.

The Hon. J. D. PHELAN,
Washington, D. 0.

TIE JOUINA., OF INDUSTRIAL AND ENCIINEERINO CHIEMISTRY,
New York, December 1J, 1919.

Hon. JAMES B. WATSON,
United State8 Senlate, liashington, D. 0.

My DEAR SENATOR WATSON: In response to my request you were good enough
last week at the hearings on H. R. 7785 to allow me to Insert later in the record
the average cost of breakage. of chemical glassware, porcelain, etc., as shown
by records In the department of chemistry at the University of North Caro-
line, of which department I was head for 11 years previous to 1917.

Immediately after the committee adjourned, I wired to Dr. P. P. Venable,
the present head of that department at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, N. C., and asked him to wire me the average breakage bill per
chemical laboratory student during the last university year. I mu just in
receipt of a telegram from Dr. Venable Which reads as follows:

"Average breakage per student, 1918-19, $12."
Thanking you for 3our courtesy, I am,

Very sincerely, yours, CRAs. H. HERTY, Editor.

(Thereupon, at 11.15 o'clock a. m., the subcommittee adjourned to
meet at the call of the chairman.)


